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The study of the impact of the announcement of various invest

ment decisions of firms on their security values has occupied a 

central role in research in the area of finance. One has merely to 

skim the title pages of finance journals to confirm this preeminent 

position. The studies, to date, have generally used the Capital 

Asset Pricing Model to analyze the impact of these announcements. 

The development of the literature in the area of contingent claim 

pricing provides a new methodology in tackling the above issues. 

This thesis uses the option pricing framework to study the effects 

of two specific firm investment decisions--mergers, and stock 

repurchases. 

The first essay examines the pure financial effects of con

gl omerate mergers. Using the technique for valuing compound 

options, equations are derived for post-merger values of equity, 



short-term debt, and long-term debt. With the help of these 

valuation equations it is shown that the merger can result in 

wealth transfers from equity to both debts, from equity and one 

debt to the other debt, and from long-term debt to equity and 

short-term debt. The existence of these wealth transfers provide 

a rationale for the protective covenants against mergers that are 

commonly seen in debt contracts. In addition, it is shown that 

these protective covenants imply that the post-merger capital 

structure of the firm would be different from a simple pooling of 

the pre-merger capital structur e of the individual firms. 

The second essay examines the effects of an announcement by a 

firm to repurchase a fraction of its outstanding equity . Given the 

existence of protective covenants in debt contracts against repur 

chases, and the voting rights of shareholders, it is theoretically 

shown that a repurchase must convey some information about the 

firm's futur prospects for it to be approved by all security

holders. In addition, it is shown that the signal must be firm 

value increasing, and firm risk decreasing. The theoretical sig

nalling effects of repurchases are also shown to be consistent with 

empirical results obtained in recent studies. 
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VALUING CORPORATE SECURITIES: 
SOME EFFECTS OF MERGERS BY EXCHANGE OFFERS 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The growth in the number of mergers since the late 

50's has fueled interest i n the study of the effects 

related to this acti vity. This interest is evidenced by 

the large number of articles concerned with mergers that 

have appeared in the journals of fi nance and economics in 

recent years. The early work in this area was concerned 

mainly with the formulation of theories aimed towards 

explaining the rationale behind mergers , and the study of 

the existence and sources of possible opportunities f or 

profitable corporate growth through mergers. It has been 

argued that merger s ar e motivated by increased market 

power , diversification , and bankruptcy avoidance . 1 

The focus of more recent studies has been on the theory of 

conglomerate mergers.2 The theory of 

conglomerate mergers is concerned with the pure financial 

effects of merging . The first major resul t of this theory 

concerns the value of the merged firm . Myers (1968) , 

See Alberts (1966) , Dean and Smi t h ( 1966), Gort (1966) , 
Lewellen (1971) , Higgins and Schall (1975) , Steiner 
(1975) , and Shri eves and Stevens ( 1979) . 

2 See Myer s (1968) , Lewellen (1971) , Higgins ( 1971), 
Rubinstein (1973) , Higgins and Schall (1975) , Galai and 
Masulis (1976) , and Scott (1977) . 
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Lewellen (1971) , and others have argued that conglomerate 

mergers will not alter total values if the capital market 

is perfect. It has been argued that if corporate 

bankruptcy is possible and if mergers reduce the 

probability of default , then the value of the debt wi l l 

increase, with this increase being exactly off-set by a 

decrease in the value of equity . 3 I n addition , 

Rubinstein (1973) , Higgins and Schall (1975), and Galai 

and Masulis (1976) have shown that with costless 

bankruptcy the bondholders of the merged firm are always 

better off because the risk of default always decreases . 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the financial 

effects of a non-synergistic merger between two firms with 

different capital structures and riskiness. Using the 

techniques developed by Black and Scholes (1973), Cox and 

Ross (1975) , and Geske (1977, 1979) , for valuing 

securities as simple , and compound options, it is shown 

that the results obtained by Galai and Masulis (1976) are 

a direct result of their assumption that the debt of the 

two firms involved in the merger have the same maturity 

date , and that the variances of returns on both firms are 

3 See Levy and Sarnat (1970) , Lewellen (1971), Higgins 
(1971), Rubinstein ( 1973), Higgins and Schall (1975), 
Galai and Masulis (1976) and Scott (1977) . 
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the same . It is shown here that in a merger between two 

firms containing only pure coupon bonds and equity in 

their capital structure, the possible wealth transfer 

effects are: 

(i) from stockholders to short and long-term 

debtholders 

(ii) from stockholders and long- term debtholders 

to short-term debtholders 

(iii) from stockholders and short-term debthol ders to 

long-term debtholders 

and (iv) from long-term debtholders to stockholders and 

short- term debtholders . 

The above wealth-expropriation effects are shown to 

carry through even when the bonds receive coupon payments 

and when the variance of returns on the merged firm 

changes after retirement of short-term debt . 

This implies that without the existence of protective 

covenants restricting mergers , stockholders can engage in 

activities that cause the wealth of bondholders to 

decrease. This , in turn, provides a rationale for the 

existence of merger covenants in debt contracts . Finally, 

it is shown that the existence of these merger covenants 

would generally result in a capital structure for the 

merged firm which is different from a simple combination 
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of the capital structures of the two individual firms 

involved in the merger . 

The various assumptions used in this paper are set 

forth i n Section 2. In Section 3 , valuation equations for 

debt and equity are derived , assuming no coupon payment on 

debt , and that the variance of returns on the merged firm 

is constant . The result of simulations using these 

valuation equations are presented in Section 4. Section 5 

studies the effect of introducing coupon payments on debt 

and the effect of a change i n the variance of returns on 

the merged firm af ter retirement of the shorter maturity 

debt . The i mplication of the results (obtained in earli er 

sections) for protective covenants and methods of 

compensation are discussed in Section 6. 

2. THE ASSUMPTIONS 

As stated earlier the corporate securities considered 

here are valued using the option pricing framework. The 

valuation equations derived in later sections follow from 

the fact that stocks can be viewed as call options with 

the underlying securities being the assets of the firm. 

These equations are derived under the following set of 

assumptions: 
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A1 . The two firms under consideration (A and B) , 

each have common stock and one debt issue 

outstanding . 

A2. The bonds are pure discount bonds, giving the 

holder the right to the face value M1 , i = A, 

B, at some future date Ti , i 

A3 . There are no dividend payments on the stocks . 

A4 . There are no synergistic effects involved in 

the merger . Thus the merger results in a new 

firm, C, with current market value vC = vA + 

vB, where vA(v8 ) is the current market value of 

firm A(B) . 

A5 . The distribution of firm asset val ues at the 

end of any finite time interval is stationary 

long-normal . 4 

A6 . The variance of returns on the firm is constant. 

Let a2, a2 , and a2 denote the variances of 

returns on firms A, B, and C respectively . It 

is assumed that a2 is given by 

a2=a2a2 + ( 1 - a) 2a2 + 2a( 1 - a)poAos 
A B 

where a = vA;vC 

4 The assumption that firm C value is log- normally 
distributed is at best an approximation, since the sum 
of two log-normal variables is not log-normal . 
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and p correlation coefficient between firms 

A and B. 

A7 . There exists a riskless asset paying a known 

constant rate of return, rf . 

A8 . Trading takes place continuously . 

A9 . Individuals can sell any security short and 

receive proceeds of the sale. 

A10. Capital markets are perfect. 

A11 . It is assumed that the firm liquidates some of 

its assets to retire maturing debt. Thus, if 

the debt is retired , the value of the firm 

falls by the face value of the debt. 

Bankruptcy occurs when the value of the firm is 

less than the face value of the maturing debt. 

If firm C goes bankrupt at time TA , then the 

two debtholders share the liquidated firm, with 

the holders of Bond A getting a proportion b of 

the firm. It is assumed that bis given 

by5 

5 The e xact e xpres s ion for b can t ake vari ous other forms. 
The r esults presented in the paper will not change for a 
different bankruptcy s haring rule . 
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Assumption A6 is very restrictive in the sense that 

the variance of returns on firm C is not allowed to change 

after debt A is paid off . In general , given that the firm 

liquidates some of its assets to retire debt A (assumption 

All), the variance may change at TA · Therefore, valuation 

equations are derived under the following additional 

assumption: 

A12 . The variance of returns on firm C changes after 

retirement of debt A. The variances before and 

after retirement of debt A are denoted by o2 
Cl 

and cre2 respectively, where ol2 is given by the 

expression for oe in assumption A6. crl2 could 

take on values less than, equal to, or greater 

The assumption that the bonds are of a pure discount 

variety is also relaxed in Section 5. Assumption A2 is 

replaced by 

A2' . The bonds have coupon payments of ri% per annum 

(i = A,B). The first payment is made in t1 

years from the present (i = A,B) . It is 

further assumed that tA =ts= t*. In 

addition , the bonds have a face value of M7, 

i A,B, and mature at some future date Ti, 
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Table 1 presents the notation used in this paper. 

All equations derived in Section 3 and 4 are based on 

assumptions A1-A11 . The first part of Section 5 requires 

assumptions A1-A12, while the second part uses Al, A2', 

A3-A11. 

3. 

a) 

THE VALUATION EQUATIONS 

Before Merger 

For the firms described in the earlier section , the 

shareholders can be viewed as having an option to buy back 

the firm from the bondholders at an exercise price equal 

to the face value of the debt at the maturi ty date of the 

latter . Thus the value of the stock at the maturity date, 

T, is Max[O , VT - M] , where VT is the value of the firm at 

time T, and Mis the face value of the maturity debt . 

This implies that the stock is a call option on the value 

of the firm, and can be valued using the Black-Scholes 

option pricing model.6 The value of the stock of 

firm i, i=A,B, 

si = ViN1(ki + Oi/Ti) - Mie- rfTi N7(ki) ( 1 ) 

where N7( . ) = univariate normal cumulative distribution 

function. 

6 See Black and Scholes (1973). 
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TABLE 1 

THE NOTATION 

VARIABLES OF THE FIRM 

Current market value of the firm 

Market value of firm at date t (t !. TA) 

Market value of firm at date t (t > TA) 

Current market value of stock 

Market value of stock at ti.met 

Current market value of debt A 

Hark.et value of debt A at time t 

Current market value of debt B 

Market value of debt Bat time t 

Variance of returns on firm 

FIRM A 

In addition, the following notation is used: 

rf • risk-free rate 

T • 
A 

time to maturity of debt 

T • 
B 

time to maturity of debt 

M • A 
face value of debt A 

Ha - face value of debt B 

rA • interest rate on debt A 

r
8 

• interest rate on debt B 

A 

B 

FI'RM B FIRM C 

Vt 

v• 
t 

SC 

SC 
t 

0
AC 

0
AC 
t 

0
BC 

0
BC 
t 
2 

ac 

t* • time to first interest payment on both debt A and debt B. 

b • proportion of liquidated fil"III obtained by holden of debt A 

vhen fil"III C goes bankrupt a t time TA. 
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and Oi/Ti 

The current market value of debt is vi 

A,B. Thus, 

b) After Merger 

The merger results in a firm C with the following 

debt-equity structure: 

(i) A pure discount bond with a face value MA and 

maturity date TA · 

(ii) A pure discount bond with a face value Ms and 

mat urity date Tg. 

(iii) Common stock with firm A shareholders owing a 

proportion sA;sA+sB and firm B shareholders 

owing a proportion sB;sA+sB) . 7 

The value of the new firm is just the sum of the 

individual firm values , as per assumption A4. At time TA, 

one of the bonds matures . If the value of firm Cat TA is 

greater than the face value of the maturing debt MA, the 

debt holders receive MA . If the value of the firm is less 

7 This is an assumption . There are a number of different 
ways to divide the stock among the two stockholders . 
The specification of a different stock sharing rule will 
not aff ect the conclusion drawn about the effects on 
stockholders as a whole . 
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than the face value of the maturing debt , the firm goes 

bankrupt and as per assumption A1 1, debt A receives a 

proportion b of the liquidated firm, while debt B receives 

a proportion (1 - b) of the f irm. Thus , the value of the 

short- term debt (debt A) at time TA is given by 

DAC 
TA 

bVT 
A 

i f 

if 

where VT is the value of firm Cat date TA. 
A 

Cox and Ross (1975) have shown that if one can create 

a riskless hedge involving the security that one is 

interested in pricing, then the current val ue of such a 

security can be obtained by discounting the expected value 

of the security at some future date by t he risk- free rate . 

Assuming that such a riskless hedge can be created in this 

case , the current post- merger val ue of debt A is given 

DAC 

vc)dVT 
A 

E[DAc I vCJ 
TA 

JMA bVT f(VT I vC)dVT + 
A A 

where f(VrAI vC) = density function f or VTA conditional on 

current value vc. Evaluating the above integral yields: 

8 If the hedge cannot be created, the solution obtai ned 
using the Cox-Ross approach is only an approxi mat ion. 
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where 

0 clTA 

Now, consider the stock at TA, an instant after debt A 

matures. If VT < MA, the firm goes bankrupt and the 
A 

value of the stock of firm Cat TA is zero . If VT >MA, 
A 

Bond A is paid off , and the firm now consists of bond B 

and common stock, with the former maturing in (Tg -TA) 

periods. In addition (as per assumption A11 ), the value 

of the firm after r etirement of debt A is given by 

if 

Therefore, the stock of the merged firm is an option on an 

option (compound option) . The stockholders own an option 

which expires at date TA and is exercised if the value of 

the firm at this date (VT) is greater than the face value 
A 

of a maturing debt . On exercise at date TA , the 

stockholders receive a call option on the value of the 

firm which expires in Ts - TA periods and has an exercise 

price of Mg . 

It is now assumed that the value of the firm is still 

log-normally distributed and that the variance of returns 

on the firm is still the same as i t was befor e 
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TA . 9 Therefore, at time T8 , the value of the 

stock is either zer o if the firm value, VT , is less than 

or equal to t he f ace value of bond B, Mg , or is equal t o 

the difference between the firm value and the bond B face 

value if the former is greater than t he latter . 10 

Algebra i cally 

0 if 

if 

' where VTB i s the realization of a process that started at 

Given the above boundary condition , the va l ue of the 

stock at time TA can be obtained using the model f or 

pricing opti ons present ed by Black and Scholes ( 1973) . 

The value of the s t ock at TA i s given by 

where k ' 
2 

if VT < MA 
A 

N1(k2+oc/Ts-TA)-Mge-rf(Ts- TA) N1(k2)if VTA > MA 

ln(Vr /Mg) + ( rf-1 /2o2) (Tg - TA) 
C 

9 A log- normal variable less a constant does not result in 
a variable that is log-normally distributed. Thus, this 
assumption is only an approximation . In addition, the 
variance of returns could change after retirement of 
debt A given assumption A11. The effect of a change in 
variance is considered in Section 5 . 

10The value of firm Cat time Tg is now denoted wi th a 
prime because the value of firm Cat time TA after 
retirement of debt is VT . 

A 
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The value of the stock of firm Cat time of merger 

is 11 

-M8e-rf(T8-TA)N1 (k2)Jf('lr I vC)dVr 
A A 

Evaluating the above integrals as in Geske (1979) 

yields12 

(k1 ,k3;/TA/Ts) 

- Mge-rfTB N2(k1,k2;/TA/Tg) (4) 

where ln (VC/MA) + (rf - 1/2cr2)TA 

crc/TA 

kz ln(VC/MB) + (_r_r - 1/2cr2)Tg 

crc/T8 

k3 ln(VC/Mg) + (rf + 1/2cr2)Tg - cr2TA 

crclT8 

vc = vC - MAe-rfTA 
1 

and N2(Z1 , Z2;p) = bivariate normal distribution function 

with z1 and z2 as upper limits and pas the correlation 

11This again assumed that a riskless hedge can be created . 
If such a hedge cannot be formed the use of this 
appr oach will yield a valuation equation that is an 
approximation to the "true" equation . 

12This is an approximate solution to the integral . See 
Appendix A and footnote 22 for details . 
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coefficient . Since the current values of the three 

outstanding securities should sum to the current value of 

firm C, the current values of debt Bis vC - Sc - oAC. 

Therefore , 

oBC vC[1 - b + bN1(k1 + oc/TA) - N2(k1 + 

oc/Ts; /TA/Ts)J 

- MAe- r f TA[N1(k1) - N2(k1 , k3 ; /TA/Ts)J 

+Mse-rfTB N2(k1 , k2 ; / TA/Ts) (5) 

The valuation equations derived above collapse to the 

Black-Scholes equation in three special cases . One such 

case obtai ns when one of the merging firms has only equity 

in its capital structure (if either MA= 0 or if either Ms 

= 0 or T8 + 00 ) . Another case is when firm A' s debt 

matures at time of merger (TA= 0) . A third case requires 

debt A and debt B to mature at the same time (TA 

T8 ) . 13 When the variance of returns on the firm 

goes to zero , both bonds become riskl ess (if vc >MA + Ms) 

and are therefore priced at their present 

13rn this case the valuation equation obtained for debt B 
is of a different form as compared to those in the 
earlier cases because the value of debt at maturity date 
Tis given by 

(1 - b)VT 
VT - MA 

if VT ~ MA 

if MA < VT< MA+ Ms; TA T . 



TABLE 2 

LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF MERGED FIRM SECURITY VALUES 

0
AC SC 0

BC 

. 
H + o• 

A 
0 C ff:) -rfTB 

V H1Ck4+oc B - "se H1Ck4) C If: v [l~Ni<tt4 ,+-ac 8) J 

+ ~•-rfTB Nl(k4) 

T + • vC[l-Nl(kl+oc✓-r;:>l B 
C .fr:) -r fTA ) or 

+ HAe-rfTA Hl(kl) 
V Hl (kl+oC A - HAe Nl (kl 0 

H
8 

+ 0 

T + Ob 
A HA 

C /t- -rfTB 
~-HA)H1(k.5+oc s> -MBe Nl(k5) c~f.HAXl-Hl (k.5+ocn;>1 

+ H8e -r tTB Nl (k.5) 

C bVC[l-H
1

(k
1
+oCfi)) VCNl (k6+ocfi> - (HA+MB)e-rfT Nl (k6) vC[l-b-Nl(k6+oc/i'> T • T • T A B 

-rrT + HAe N1 (k1) +bN1 (kl +oCfi)) 

-rfT 
-MA• (Nl(kl)-Hl(k6)) 

-r T 
-ttt8e f B N1 (1t6) 

Oc + 0 H -rrTA Ae ~c H -rfTA H -rfTa 
Ae - a• M -rfTB se 

OC + • 0 VC 0 

C I 2 
ln(V /HB) + (rf-i°c)TB 

•• k4 • 
acn. 

C l 2 
ln(V -HiHB) + (rt-r:ic>TB 

b. k.5 • 
aclf 

C 1 2 
. ln(V /HA~)+ (rf-r'c)T 

c. lt6 • 
aclf 

..... 
-..J 
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values.14 The values of bonds A and B go to zero 

when the variance of returns on the firm becomes infinite. 

The valuation equations were used to obtain security 

values to test t heir responses to changes in parameters . 

The signs of the responses as obtained from the 

simulations are given in Table 3. The value of the stock 

is an increasing function of the value of the firm, time 

to maturity of debt A, time to maturi ty of debt B, the 

variance of returns on the merged f irm and the risk-free 

rate . It is a decreasing function of the face value of 

debt A and debt B. The value of bond A is an increasing 

function of its own face value . It is a non-decreasing 

function of the value of the firm and the time to maturity 

of debt B. Bond A value is non-increasing functi on of t he 

face of debt B, and is a decreasing function of its own 

time to maturity, variance of returns on the merged firm 

and the risk-free rate. Bond B value is an increasing 

function of the face value of debt A, its own time to 

maturity, the variance of returns on the merged firm, and 

the risk- free rate . The response of Bond B to changes in 

time to maturity of debt A is ambiguous . 

14The bond is called ri skless if N1(k1) = 1, i .e ., the 
probability of bankruptcy is extremely l ow . 
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TABLE 3 

EFFECTS OF CHANCES IN PARAMETER VALUES 

~ 0AC 
0 BC SC 

ax > 0 > 0 > 0 
ave -
ax > 0 < 0 < 0 
clMA 

ax 
< 0 > 0 < 0 

a~ -

ax 
< 0 > 0 > 0 

3TA 
< 

ax 
> 0 < 0 > 0 aT8 

~x < 0 < 0 > 0 
aac 

ax 
< 0 < 0 > 0 

arF 
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4. MERGED VS. INDIVIDUAL FIRM SECURITY VALUES: SOME 

COMPARISONS 

The preceding results are now used to investigate the 

effect of the merger on the values of Bond A, Bond B, and 

the common stock of both firms. The difference between 

the pos t-merger and pre-merger values of securities is 

made up of three main components. The first is the 

variance effect, the second is the leverage effect , and 

the third is the maturity effect . The variance effect is 

a result of the change in the variance of returns on the 

firm . The lever age effect is caused by a change in the 

face value of debt-to-firm value ratio, and the maturity 

effect is caused by the different maturities of Bond A and 

Bond B. Since the three components do not necessarily act 

in the same direction, the change in value of any securi ty 

is determined by the relative magnitudes of each effect. 

The magnitude of the effects are, in turn, determined by 

the values of the various parameters in the valuation 

equations . Initially, in order to isolate these three 

effects , each one is considered separately while the other 

two are forced to zero. 

a) The Variance Effect 

To analyze the variance effect , we need to consider 

three s pecial cases : 
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(i) os < oc < oA · After the merger, the securities 

of firm Bare part of a r i skier firm, while the 

opposite holds for the securities of firm A. 

Therefore , the variance effect would be 

positive for Bond A and the common stock of 

firm B, while it would be negative for Bond B 

and the common stock of f i rm A. 15 

The effect on the combined common s t ock will 

depend on the relative magnitudes of pre-merger 

stock A and stock B values, and is therefore 

ambiguous. 

(i i ) oA < oc < og . After the merger, the securities 

(iii) 

of f i rm A are part of a riskier firm , while the 

opposite holds for the securi t ies of firm B. 

Therefore , the variance effect would be 

positive for Bond Band the common stock of 

firm A, while i t would be negative for Bond A 

and the common stock of firm B. The effect on 

the combined common stock is ambiguous . 

oA > os > oc . After the merger , the securiti es 

of both firms are part of a less risky firm. 

15These propositions follow from the face the bond pr i ces 
are decreasing functions of variance , while stock prices 
are increasing functions of variances. 
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Therefore , the variance effect is positive for 

both Bonds A and B, and negative for both 

stocks . I n t his case , the effect on the 

combined common stock is unambiguously 

negati ve . 

b) The Lever age Effect 

The leverage effect is concerned with the change in 

bankrupt cy risk caused by a ceteri s par ibus change in t he 

leverage ratio (defined as the ratio of face value of debt 

t o firm value). I f the leverage rati o of firm A is 

greater than that for firm B, the merger results in a firm 

that has a leverage rat i o l ess than that of f i rm A and 

greater than that of firm B. Therefore , the merger 

results in a decrease in the leverage- ratio related risk 

for Bond A, whi le t he opposi t e holds for Bond B. This , in 

turn , i mplies an increase in the value of Bond A, and a 

decrease i n the value of Bond B. The opposite effect s 

obtain when the leverage ratio of firm A is less than the 

leverage ratio of firm B. In addition, given the no 

synergy assumption , the leverage effect is always negative 
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for the combined common stock. 16 This is the 

result of the unambiguous increase i n the leverage-ratio 

related risk for the combined equity. 

c) The Maturity Effect 

Even if the variance and leverage effects are zero, 

the merger will result in a change in security value 

because of the differences in debt maturity dates. From 

the point of view of Bond B, the merger is equivalent to 

the firm issuing new debt with a shorter maturity. 

Although it has been assumed that both bonds have equal 

priority , this priority clause comes into play only if the 

firm goes bankrupt. If the value of the firm is higher 

than the face value of Bond A at the time of its maturity, 

Bond A is paid in full and thus as a result of its shorter 

maturity , Bond A in some sense becomes "senior" to Bond 8. 

Therefore, this "seniority" component of the maturity 

effect would be positive for Bond A and negative for Bond 

8 . As stated earlier, Bond A is affected by the presence 

of Bond 8 , if and only if bankruptcy occurs at Bond A' s 

16see Appendix B for proof of these propositions. The 
effect on each individual stock would depend on the 
stock-sharing rule . One coul d speci fy sharing rules 
which would result in wealth transfers between 
shareholders i .e . , stockholders of one firm lose , while 
the stockholders of the other firm gain , even though the 
combined stock decreases in value . 
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maturity date. In that case, Bond A has to share the 

liquidated firm with Bond 8 . Therefore, the bankruptcy 

component of the maturity effect is negative for Bond A 

and positive for Bond B. The size of this effect depends 

both on the probability of bankruptcy and the bankruptcy 

sharing rule . However, it must be noted that from the 

point of view of B, the "new" debt issue is always 

accompanied by a change in the firm value, with this 

change being, in general, greater than the face value of 

the new issue. Therefore , the maturity effect of Bond B 

value is ambiguous . Since the negative components of the 

maturity effect on Bond A will, in general, be small ( i n 

absolute value), the maturity effect wi ll be positive for 

Bond A. Therefore, given the no synergy assumption, the 

increase in value of Bond A will result in a decrease in 

the combined value of Bond Band the two common stocks. 

If Bond B increases in value, the combined stock will 

always decrease in value . In the situation where Bond B 

decreases in value, the amount of this decrease (in 

absolute value ) is always less than the increase in Bond A 

value . 17 Therefore , the maturity eff ect is always 

17see Appendix C for proof of these pr oposit i ons . 
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negative for the combined common stock. 18 A 

summary of the above discussion is presented in Table 4. 

d) The Combined Effect 

If the variance of firm A is greater than that of 

firm C, and if the leverage ratio of firm A is greater 

than that if firm B, Bond A would have a non-negative 

change in value (since all three effects are positive) . 

If the variance of firm A is smaller than that of firm C, 

and (or) the leverage ratio of firm A is l ower than that 

of firm B, the value of Bond A could fall as a result of 

the merger. In the simulations that follow , it will be 

shown that for the value of Bond A to fall, the variance 

of return on firm A should, in most cases, be smaller than 

the variance of returns on firm C. Given the positive 

maturity effect, it is only in some extreme cases that the 

18one reason for the maturity effect bei ng negative can be 
see by considering the choices available to the 
stockholder before the merger. Before the merger, an 
individual who held both stocks had four mutually 
exclusive actions ava i lable. These actions were 
a) exercise both stocks , b) exercise neither, 
c) exercise only A, and d), exercise only B. After the 
merger , since the l onger term option is now contingent 
on the short-term option, the fourth action is no longer 
available . Since this action must have had a non
negative value, its removal must decrease the value of 
the combined equity. 



TABLE 4 

The Effect■ of the Merger on Finn SecuritI, Values 

Bond A Bond B Cot111110n Stock• 

0>0>0 
A C B > 0 < 0 > 0 

< 

Variance 
oA < 't;< o B < 0 > 0 > 0 

< 
Effect 

OA 'l ><t: > 0 > 0 < 0 

Leverage ~/VA >~/VB > 0 . < 0 < 0 

Effect ~/VA< ~/VB < 0 > 0 < 0 

Maturity Effect > 0 > 0 < 0 < 

•• The effect of the aerger on each individual firm'• stock would depend on the 
atock-aharing rule . 

I') 

en 
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leverage effect is sufficiently negative for the 

combination of the two to be less than zero. 19 

Such extreme cases are not required for the merger to 

result in a decrease in Bond B value. Since the three 

component s act in different directions and vary in 

magnitude with changes in parameter values, there must 

exist a combination of values for the parameters at which 

the pre- mer ger and post-merger values of Bond Bare 

exactly equal. Specifically, if the time to maturity of 

Bond Bis increased, holding all other parameters 

constant, there will exist a critical time to maturity, 

T~, which has the property that for TB )T;, the 

post-merger value is less than the pre-merger value, and 

the opposite holds for TB (T; . Similarly, if the 

variance effect on the stock value is positive and 

outweighs the negative leverage and matur ity effects, the 

stock will increase in value as a result of the merger . 

I f the variance effect on s t ock value is negative, the 

post- merger value of stock is always less than its 

pre-merger value. 

To analyze the behavior of security prices, we now 

consider a few numerical examples . Assume that the value 

l 9one such case obtains when the face value of Bond A is 
much greater than the face value of Bond B. 
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leverage effect is sufficiently negative for the 

combination of the two to be l ess than zero.19 

Such extreme cases are not required for the merger to 

result in a decrease in Bond value . Since the three 

components act in different directions and vary in 

magnitude with changes in parameter values, there must 

exist a combination of values for the parameters at which 

the pre-merger and post-merger values of Bond Bare 

exactly equal . Specifically, if the time to maturity of 

Bond Bis increased , holding all other parameters 

constant, there will exist a critical time to maturity , 

T* , which has the property that for TB> T;, the 

post-merger value is less than the pre-merger value, and 

* the opposite holds for TB< TB. Similarly, if the 

variance effect on the stock value is positive and 

outweighs the negative leverage and maturity effects , the 

stock will increase in value as a result of the merger . 

If the variance effect on stock value is negative, the 

post-merger value of stock is always less t han its 

pre-merger value. 

To analyze the behavior of security prices, we now 

consider a few numerical examples. Assume that the value 

19one such case obtains when the face value of Bond a is 
much greater than the face value of Bond B. 
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of both firm A and Bis $100.00, the risk-free rate is 6% 

per annum, and the correlation between firms A and Bis 

0 . 85. 

The result of the first set of simulations are 

presented in figures 1-8 and Tables 5-7. In these 

simulations it was assumed that the variance of returns on 

firm A was 0.3 , the variance of returns on firm B was 0.2, 

the face values of debt A and debt B were $50.00 , $75.00 

and $90 . 00, and the time to maturity of debt A was 1 year. 

The change in value of B (oBC - 08 ) is plotted as a 

function of its time to maturity for different Bond A and 

B face value in figures 1, 2 and 3. The change in value 

of Bond B varies anywhere from -4 . 63% of pre-merger value 

to +3.00% of pre-merger values (see Tables 5,6,7). For a 

majority of the cases considered in these simulations Bond 

B falls in value . There are only four Bond A-Bond B face 

value combinations (MA = 50, Mg+ 50 , 75 , 90; MA= 75, Mg 

= 90) for which there exist values of Ts at which holders 

of Bond B experience a gain in value . For example, with 

Bond A and Bond B face values of $50, increases in Bond B 

value take place only when the time to maturity of Bond B 

is less than 10 years (Figure 1 and Table 5) . Thus, given 

the parameters values used in this simulation , if firm B 

had debt in its capital structure with a maturity greater 
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FIGURE 1: CHANGE IN VALUE OF DEBT 8 AS A RESULT OF THE MERGER 
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TABLE 5 
CHANGE IN SECURITY VALUESa 

yA.yB•lOO, HA•50, TA•l.0,oA•0.3,o8•0.2, P•O.A5, rf•0.06 

"e 

S0. 00 

75.00 

90.00 

TB ,B oBC %Chan9e 1n 
Value of Debt sA 

:·: I ;i•;; I ;1·:; I i·An 152,95 

sB sC 
% Change 

Value of__Stock 

1. oA. 47.05, rf,C • 47.09, and Schange 1n debt A value is 0.09 for all cases considered. 

w ..... 
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FIGURE 2: CHANGE IN VALUE OF DEBT BAS A RESULT OF THE MERGER 
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TABLE 6 

. CHANGE IN SECURITY VALUES8 

yA.yB•lOO, MA•75 , TA•l.O, oA•O.J,oe•0.2,P•0.85, rf.•0. 06 

"e -Te 0B 0ac S Change 1n SA SB sC S Change 1 n 
Value of Debt B Value of Stock 

2.0 44 . 33 44.31 -0.05 55 .67 85.05 -1. 73 
J .l} 41. /l 4 I. bb -o.R 58, 7R 87.70 - ,t,:, 

J0.00 5.0 36.92 Jb,80 -1L11 63 . 08 92.57 - . 53 
10.-0 27.20 26.98 -0.81 72.80 102 .38 - .26 
15.0 20.U~ 19.RS -1.19 79.91 109.52 - .16 
120. 0 14.86 14.63 -1 . 55 R5.l{ 114.74 - .12 

2.0 65.75 65.62 -0.21 34.25 63.75 -2.34 
J.O 61 . !>4 61.36 -0.19 38,46 68. 01 - . 95 

75, 00 5.0 !>4 . 1 53.83 -0.52 30.85 45.89 75.53 - . 63 
m.o 39. 74 39.24 -1 .~b 60.26 90.13 - .13 
T5.0 29 . 39 28.83 -T . 91 70. 61 1TI0.-S4 - ), 96 
120.-0 21.8 21.27 -2.43 78.20 108. 09 -0.92 

2.0 76 . 79 77.~ 0. 36 23 . 21 52.31 -3.32 
3.0 /I. 74 71 . 95 n ?A 7R 26 '" 4? -2 92 

90.00 --s-. 0 63 . 0 63.04 -0.11 36.90 66.33 -2.15 
10.0 46 . ::,3 45.96 -1 .23 53.47 83 .41 -1.14 
15.0 34 . !>b ]] R'l -2. ll fi5.44 QS '-4 -n R'.l 

20. 0 25 . 71 25.-0 -2.76 74.29 104. 36 -0.78 

1 . 0A. 69.11, r,AC. 70.93, and Schange in debt A value is 2.21 for all cases considered. 

w 
w 
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FIG'JRE 3: C!-:ANGE IN VALUE OF DEBT 3 AS A RESULT OF TI!E ~GER 
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TABLE 7 
CHANGE IN SECURITY VALUES1 

yA. v8■100,,H4•90,_TA•l.O,oA•0.3, 09•0.2, p•0.85, rf•0.06 

"e TB 08 0ec % Change 1n sA 58 5C S Change 1 n . Value of Debt B Value of Stock 
.! ; O 44.33 44.24 -0.2 55.67 71.01 --6 .47 
3.0 41 . 72 41.52 -0.49 58.28 73.73 -6.11 

50.00 5.0 36.92 36.58 -0.92 63 .08 78.67 -5.59 
10.0 27 . 20 26. 76 -1.62 72.80 88.49 -4.90 
15.0 20.09 19.67 -2.09 79 . 91 95.58 -4. 57 
20.0 14.86 14 . 50 -2.42 85.14 100. 74 -4.41 

2.0 65.95 64.50 -1.9 34 . 25 50.75 -6.88 
3.0 61.54 60.23 -2 .13 20.25 38.46 55.02 -6.29 

75.00 5.0 54.11 52.80 -2.42 45.89 62.45 -5.58 
10.0 39. 74 38.52 -3.07 60. 26 76.73 -4.70 
15.0 29.39 28.35 -3. S4 70.61 86.90 -4.36 
20.0 21.8 20.95 -3.90 78 . 20 94.30 -4 . 22 

2. 0 76.69 74.59 -2.86 23.21 40.67 -6.44 
3.0 71. 74 69. 75 -2.79 28 . 26 45.51 -6.18 

90.00 5.0 63.10 61.25 -2.95 36.90 54. 00 -5.49 
10. 0 46.53 44.84 -3.63 53.47 70.42 -4.49 
15.0 34.56 33.10 -4.22 65.44 82.15 -4.14 
20.0 25.71 24 . 53 -4 .63 74 .29 90.72 -4.04 

•· oA•79.75, oA~•84.75, and Schange 1n debt A value 1s 6.27 for all cases constdered. 

w 
<.n 
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than 10 years , the merger would result in the 

expropriation of wealth in the debtholders of firm B. 

Similar results carry through to other cases considered 

here , with the critical time to maturity , T; , (which was 

10 years in the preceding example) increasing with the 

face val ue of debt 8 and decreasing with the face value of 

debt A. 20 Thus, given the above parameter values , 

the probability that firm 8 debtholders will get 

expropriated increases with increases in the face value of 

debt A and decreases in the face value of debt B. 

The maximums and minimums in the figures can be 

explained by the fact that the rate of change in debt 

value with respect to time is different pre-merger versus 

post-merger. In the pre-merger situation the value of 

debt decreases with increasing time to maturity , because 

of the effect of time value of money. In the post-merger 

situation, the effect of changing time to maturity would 

affect debt value in two ways . The time value of money 

effect would reduce the value of debt, whil e the 

bankruptcy condition at date TA would either add to or 

reduce the time value effect. Therefore, the post-merger 

20T8 is assigned the value TA if the value of bond 8 
always falls as a result of the merger, and a value 00 if 
it always increases as a result of the merger. 
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value of debt can decrease at a rate faster than the 

pre- merger value of debt in certain ranges of time to 

maturity, and decrease at a slower rate in other rangers . 

This would result in maximums and minimums in the plot of 

change in debt value against time to maturity . 

The value of Bond A always increases as a result of 

the merger or the parameter values considered in these 

s i mulations . This increase is a direct result of the fact 

that Bond A is not riskless before the merger . If the 

post- merger probability of bankruptcy at time TA is 

approximately 0 , then Bond A attains its maximum possible 

value (MAe- rfTA) after the merger. In such a case , the 

post-merger value of debt A is invariant to changes in the 

time to maturity of debt B (given TA< TB). The 

simulations with debt A face values of $50 and $75 yielded 

such a situation and are depicted in figure 4. With a 

non-zero probability of bankruptcy at time TA , the 

post-merger value of Bond A increases with increasing time 

to maturity of debt B, with the former becoming constant 

once it reaches its maximum possible value. This case 

obtains in the simulation conducted here , when debt A has 

a face value of $90 and is depicted in figure 5. The 

lower the face value of debt B, the faster debt A reaches 

its maximum possible value. Thus, for the parameter 
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FIGURE 4: CliANGE rn VALUE OF DEET A AS A RESUI.T OF THE ~~GER 
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values considered here, holders of debt A always gain as a 

result of the merger. All or part of their gain results 

from the loss in value of debt B. Thus, the merger 

results in a transfer of wealth from the debt holders of 

firm B to the debtholders of firm A in a majority of the 

cases considered here. 

As stated earlier in this section, the post-merger 

value of stock can be greater than or less than its 

pre- merger value. If the values of debt A and debt B 

increase as a result of the merger, the no synergy 

assumption implies that the value of common stock must 

fall. Therefore , as long as the time to maturity of debt 

B i s less than the criti cal value Ti , the value of common 

s t ock always falls after the merger (given that the value 

of debt A is increased) . For debt B maturities greater 

* than TB, the result is unambiguous if Bond A value has 

fallen. In this case, the value of stock would increase 

and therefore wealth transfers occur from both debtholders 

to stockholders . If there is no change in Bond a value 

* and Tg > TB , then the value of common stock will rise and 

now the wealth transfer takes place from the holders of 

debt B to the stockholders . However , if the value of debt 

A increases , the direction of change in common stock value 

is ambiguous . As long as the increase in val ue of Bond A 
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is less than the decrease i n value of Bond B, the 

stockholders gain and wealth transfer takes place from the 

holders of debt B to the holders of debt A and the 

stockholders . For the parameter values specifi ed earlier, 

the change in stock value is plotted as a function of the 

time to maturity of debt Bin figures 6, 7, and 8 . A 

favorable wealth transfer f rom the point of view of the 

stockholders takes place only when the f ace value of debt 

A is $50. The maximum gain in value is 0.08% of 

pre-merger value (see Table 5) . In every other case , the 

stockholders lose as a result of the merger . These losses 

range from -0 . 02% to-6 . 88% of pre-merger value . 

The wealth transfer ef fect discussed above is 

critically dependent on two factors . The first is t he 

assumption that the t wo debts have di fferent maturi t ies 

and the second is the fact that the var i ance values chosen 

were such that t he variance of returns on firm B was less 

than that on firm A Cos< oc < oA) . When A and B were 

changed t o make oc < os oA , the results obtai ned here 

are simil ar to those obtained by Galai and Masulis (1976) . 

For this particular case , it was found that the values of 

both debt A and B increase after the merger. Therefore , 

wealth expropriation of hol ders of Bond B occurs only when 

the variance of returns on firm Bis less than the 
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FIGURE 6: GlA..'\GE IN VALUE OF STOCK AS A RESULT OF MERGER 
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FIGURE 8: CHANGE IN VALUE ·O:f ST0CK AS A R£SUi.T OF THE Mr:RGER 
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variance of returns on firm A and debt A matures before 

debt S. In addi t ion , for the example considered above the 

value of debt A always i ncreased after the merger. This 

result, though not as sensitive to parameter changes as 

those obtained for debt S, depends on the fact that aA > 

as, Even if aA < as , the result follows through as long 

as the difference in the two variances is not very large . 

Figures 9 , 10 , and 11 present the results of a case where 

the variance of returns on firm A was much smaller than 

that on firm S (aA = 0.2 , as= 0 . 7) . 21 

For such an extreme value for the difference between 

the two variances , there exist cases where the value of 

bond A falls as a result of the merger with the value of 

bond S increasing . Therefore , there exist cases where a 

wealth transfer can occur from the short-term debtholders 

to the long-term debtholders . In this example , there also 

exists a wealth transfer from the stockholders to the 

debtholders. 

In summary , the various wealth transfer effects that 

can occur as a result of the merger are: 

(i) from stockholders to debtholders 

21The maximums and m1n1mums in this case can be explained 
by using the same analysis that was applied to Figures 
1- 8 . 
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9: CHANCE IN VALUE OF DEBT BAS A RESULT OF THE MERGER 
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FIGURC 10: CHANGE IN VALUE OF D~E7 A AS A ~SULT Of THE MERGER 
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FIGURf 11 : CHANGE IN VALUE OF COMMON STOCK AS A RESULT OF THE MERGER 
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(ii) from stockholders and holders of long- term debt 

to holders of short-term debt 

(ii i ) from stockholders and holders of short-term debt 

to holders of long- term debt 

and (iv) from holders of long- term debt to stockholders 

and holders of short-term debt . 

The valuation equations used to obtain the above 

results are approximations to the " true" equations because 

of the assumptions required i n the derivations of the 

former . We now test for t he possibility that the 

conclusions drawn above are a direct result of the errors 

caused by some of the assumptions required in the 

derivation . A natural way to obtain the sign and 

magnitude of the errors is to use one of the many 

numerical sol ution techniques that are availabl e f or 

valuing options.22 These techniques include the 

binomial approximation and finite difference 

22The numerical techniques do not yield the magnitude of 
the errors caused by "inaccurate" distributional 
assumptions . The errors referred to here are results of 
approximations used in solving for the valuation 
equations. See Appendix A and footnote 29 for further 
details on the approximations used . 

~ 
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methods.23 The binomial approximation is used 

here mainly because it is computationally more efficient 

than the finite difference methods. 

The binomial approximation was used to compute the 

values of all three securities for the parameter values 

mentioned earli er . The comparison of these values with 

those obtained from the valuation equations are in Table 8. 

Since a difference of +0.01 can be attributed to rounding 

and computation errors , it is assumed that if the absolut e 

value of the er ror is less than or equal to $01 . 01, the 

equations derived here are pricing the securities 

"correctly" . The values obtained from the binomial 

approximations were identical (within ~1 percent) to those 

obtained from the valuation equations for all securities 

except two. The two cases where the errors exists are in 

the post-merger value of debt Band therefore the 

post- merger value of the stock. The average error in the 

post-merger value of debt B for the 117 cases tested was 

-0.56% . There were 34 cases in which identical 

post-merger debt B values (within ~0 . 01) were obtained 

from the binomial approximation and the valuation 

23see Cox , Ross and Rubinstein (1979) for details about 
the binomial approximation . See Schwartz (1977) and 
Brennan and Schwartz (1977 , 1978) for details about the 
finite difference approximation . 



TABLE 8 

Errors 1n Security Valuation1 

A B l o o 2 5 V •V •100, TA• .o, A•0.3, B• o. , P•0.8 , r,•o.06 

No. -
HA Ha of Average SA Average SAC No. of nega8~vE Average% No. of No. of cases 

:ases error in 0 error in 0 errors 1n O '1ega!tve error positive BC 'wher8cerror - tn 0 errors 1n O , in O • E 
-0.01 .0.01 

50 13 0 - 13 
so 75 13 8 0.16 5 u, 

90 13 9 0,23 4 

-
so 13 10 0.35 3 

75 75 13 
0 0 10 0.80 

0 3 
90 13 11 0.68 2 

-
• 50 13 11 0.99 2 

90 75 13 12 1.46 1 
90 13 12 1.34 1 

TOTAL 117 0 0 83 0 34 

I, The eiror 1s calculated as (C8-CV)/C8, where c8 1s the value obtained from the binomial aporoximatioTI 
and C 1s the value obtained from the valuation equations. 
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equations. In the remaining 83 cases , the post-merger 

value of debt B obtained from the binomial approximation 

was al ways lower than the one obtained from the valuation 

equation. Therefore, the post-merger valuation equation 

for debt B always tends to overvalue the security . This 

implies that the stock is always undervalued when 

valuation equation (4) is used . This, therefore, lends 

more strength to the conclusion that there exist cases 

where the wealth of the holders of bond Bis reduced as a 

result of the merger. Table 8 also points to the fact 

that the errors increase in absolute value with increasing 

face value of debt A and decreasing time to maturity of 

debt B. We can, therefore, conclude that the errors 

caused by the assumptions required in deriving the 

valuation equations do not invalidate the conclusion drawn 

about the possible wealth transfer . 

5. THE VALUATION EQUATIONS: SOME GENERALIZATIONS 

The results derived to those state are based on 

assumptions A1-A11. The effect of two particular 

assumptions, namely A6 and A2 are now considered. We 

first consider the effect of a change in the variance of 

returns on firm C after retirement of debt A (Assumption 
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A12) and then relax A2 to include coupon payments on debt 

(Assumption A2 ' ) . 

a) The Effect of a Post Debt A Retirement Variance 

Change 

In general , the retirement of debt A could cause a 

change in the variance of returns on firm C. Since the 

value of debt A is unaffected by events that occur after 

its maturity date, the valuation equation for short-term 

debt remains unchanged and is given by equation 3. The 

current market value of the stock of the merged firm is 

given by24 

where 

and 

sC = vCN2(k1 + oc1/TA, k7;p)-MAe-rfTA N2(k1,ks;p) 

-Mse-rfTS N2 (k1 , k9;p) (6) 

ln(VC/MA) + (rf - ¾ o2 ) TA 

0c1/TA 

ln(vC/Ms) + (rf + ¾ o2 )Ts + ¾ ( 02 - o2 )TA 

/Tso2 + TA ( o2 - 02 

1 n ( vc / Ms ) + ( r f + 1~ 02 )Ts - ¾ ( 02 - o2 )TA 

1Tso2 + TA ( o2 - 02 ) 

k7 - /Tso2 + TA(o2 - 002 ) 

The current post-merger value of debt Sis given by 

24see Appendix A for proof . 
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k7;p)] 

- MAe-rfTA[N1(k1) - N2(k1,ks;p)] 

+ Mge-rfTB N2(k1,k9;p) (7) 

Equations (6) and (7) are identical to the corresponding 

valuation equations derived in Section III for stock and 

debt B when o2 =o2 =o2 The value of o2C
2 

in comparison to Cl C2 • 

oi1 would depend on a number of factors and we can have o~2 

~ oi1, or oi2 < oi1 (see Assumption A11, A12) . If o~
2 

is 

the same as oi1 then the results in section 4 carry over 

unchanged. We, therefore, consider only two cases, the 

first in which the variance decreases . Since the value of 

debt Bis inversely related to the variance of returns on 

the firm, the first case should yield current post-merger 

debt B values that are lower than those obtained in the 

preceding section, while the second case should yield 

higher debt B values. Thus, if o~2 > o~
1

, the merger 

would lead to larger wealth transfers from the holders of 

bond B to the stockholders in comparison to the case where 

the two variances are equal. A fall in the variance would 

reduce the size of the wealth transfer. 

The values of securities were computed for the 

parameter values used in the preceding section and changes 

in standard deviation of ~1%, ~2% , ~5% , ~10%, and +20% 
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(plotted in Figures 12-15) . As stated earlier , an 

increase in the variance causes the size of the wealth 

t ransfer from debt B to stock to increase . For a variance 

increase of 21% (a standard deviation i ncrease of 10%) , 

the holders of debt B gain as a resul t of the merger for 

low debt A face values ($50) and t i mes to maturity close 

to the date of retirement of debt A (less than 7¾ years). 

A variance increase of 44% (20% i ncrease in standard 

deviation) is almost suffi cient to wipe out all cases 

where gain takes place as a result of the merger . A 

decrease in the variance does cause bond B value to be 

higher than the case where variance is unchanged , but 

there still exist a large number of cases where there is a 

transfer of wealth from bondholders to s t ockholders as a 

result of the merger . Even with a 36% decrease in 

variance (20% decrease in standard deviation) there are 

cases where bond B values fall after the merger . These 

cases include high debt A face value ($90) and debt B 

maturities close to debt A r etirement (less than 8~ years) . 

The results obtained above support the conclusion 

that there exist a wide variety of cases under which 

holders of bond B would experience a f all in thei r weal th 

position as a result of the merger . They always gain only 
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FIGURE 1~ : CHANGE IN VALUE OF DEBT BAS A RESULT OF THE MERCER 

I (10% INCREASE IN STANDARD DEVIATION) 
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FIGURE 13: CHANGE IN VALUE OF DEBT BAS A RESlJL, OF THE "!ERGER 
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FIGlJR~ 14: C",:AllG: IN VAL~E OF D::B7 BAS A RESULT OF THE HERG~P. 
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FIGURE 15: CHANGE IN VALUE OF DEBT BAS A RESULT or THE MERGER 
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in cases where the decrease in variance after retirement 

of debt A is extremely large . 25 

b) The Effect of Coupon Payments on Debt 

Using techniques similar to those employed in the 

preceding sections, one can deri ve valuation equations 

under this additional assumption of coupon payments. 

These equations have a form similar to those derived in 

Geske (1979) and involve multivariate normal distribution 

functions. The difficulties involved in the evaluation of 

three or more integrals required us to take a slightly 

different approach in obtaining security values . The 

values of debt A, debt 8 , and stock are now obtained using 

the binomial approximation as developed in Cox, Ross and 

Rubinstein (1979) . Although the binomial approximation 

reinterprets the problem of evaluating many integrals, it 

involves a large number of computations , with the latter 

increasing geometrically with increasing number of coupon 

payments on debt. 26 Thus , because of cost 

25For the simulations conducted here, the fall in the 
variance should be sufficient to make o~2 equal to or 
slightly less than a~ . 

26The cost of evaluation of the post-merger values of debt 
A, debt 8 , and equity for one coupon payment on debt is 
approximately $5 . 00 . The evaluation cost for two coupon 
payments is approximately $20.00 
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considerations , the simulations conducted here assume only 

one coupon payment on debt . 

Simulations conducted here are with firm A and B 

values of $100, debt A face value of $75 , debt B face 

value of $50, $75 , and $90, debt A maturity of one year , 

debt B maturity of two years , firm A variance of 0 . 09 , 

firm B variance of 0. 04 , a correlation between firms A and 

B of 0.85, and a risk- free rate of 6%. The coupon rate on 

bond A takes on values of 0% , 8% , and 15%. Debt B coupon 

rate takes on val ues of 8% and 15% . The i nterest is 

assumed to be paid in 0.5 years for debt A and ei ther 0.5 

years or 1. 5 years for debt B. The results of the 

simulations are presented in Table 9 . 

The introduction of coupon payments on debt does not 

in any way change the conclusions drawn in earlier 

secti ons.27 The results of the simulations 

conducted under the conditions specified here are very 

similar t o those obtained in earli er sections . In sixteen 

of the twenty-four cases for whi ch security are presented 

in table 9 , the holders of debt B experience a loss in 

27It is assumed that the firm goes bankrupt i f the firm 
value is less than the coupon payment. If the firm 
value is greater than the interest payment , then the 
payment is made . This paper does not consider the 
effects of different suspension policies . 



TABLE 9 

Pre- and Post- Merger Securfty Values wfth Coupon Payments on Debt 
A B V • V • 100, MA• 75, TA• 1.0, T8 • 2.0,oA • 0.3,°B • 0.2, p • 0.85, rf • 0.06 

TA rB tA tB Ha DA 
(S\ 

0AC _ DA DB 0sc _ DB SA 

Ul Ul ($) Ul 

0 8% 0.5 50 69.11 1.52 48.21 1.62 30,89 - '75 69.11 1.52 71. lO -0.88 30.89 
90 69.11 1.52 82 . 15 -1.07 30.89 
50 69.11 1.52 51.60 3.20 30.89 

0 15i - 0.5 75 69.11 1.52 75.57 -0.90 30.89 
90 69.11 l. 52 86.31 -1.07 30.89 
50 74.05 2.40 48.21 .47 25 .95 

8% 8% 0.5 0.5 75 74.05 2.40 71.TI> - . 51 25 .95 
90 74 .05 2.40 82 .15 -2. 15 25 . 95 
50 74 .05 2.40 51.60 2.99 25.95 

8% 15% 0.5 0.5 79 74.05 2.40 75 . 57 -1.56 25 . 95 
90 74.05 2 .40 86 . 31 -2.33 25.95 
50 78 .09 3.46 48.21 .28 21.91 

15% 8% 0.5 0.5 75 78.09 3.46 71.l0 -2. ta- 21. 91 
90 78.09 3. 45 82 .15 -3.26 21.91 
50 78 .09 3.45 51.60 2.75 21. 91 

151 151 0.5 0.5 75 78 .09 3.45 75.57 -2.37 21.91 
'!IU 78.09 3.45 86.31 - .61 21.91 
50 69.11 1.52 17 . 79 .47 30.89 

oi 8% 1.5 75 69.11 1.52 70.65 - 1 • 71 30.89 
90 69. 11 1.52 81.53 -0 .97 30.89 
~o . 69.11 1.~? 51.16 2.88 30.89 

oi 15% - 1. 5 />,) 69 .11 l.52 74.67 -0.82 30.89 
90 69.11 1.52 85. 16 -0. 93 30.89 

5B 
Ul 

51 .1; 
28. 9( 
17 .8~ 
48.4( 
24 .43 
13.69 
51.79 
28.90 
17.85 
48.40 
24.43 
13.69 
51.79 
28.90 
17 .85 
48 .40 
24 .43 
13.69 
52.02 
19.35 
8.47 
8.84 

25.33 
14.8.$ 

)C-sA-sB 
($) 

-3.14 
-0.64 
-0.45 
-4.72 
-0.62 
-0 .45 
-4 .17 
-0. 79 
-0.25 
-5.39 
-0.84 
-0 .07 
-4.74 
-1.28 
-0.21 
-6.20 
-1.08 
+0.16 
-2 .99 
-2.81 
-0.55 
-4.40 
-0.70 
-0.59 

a> 
IV 
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value as a result of the merger. The same parameter 

values with a no coupon payment assumption also yielded a 

loss in debt B value, although the magnitude of the loss 

was different with and without interest payments. The 

magnitude of the loss is an increasing function of debt B 

face value, and coupon rates on debt A and debt B. It is 

only in the eight cases wher e debt B face value is $50 , 

that long- term debtholders experienced a gain in 

value. 28 The amount of gain is an increasing 

function of debt B coupon rate , and a decreasing function 

of both debt A coupon rate and time of interest payment . 

Debt A values always increase , with all or part of their 

gain resulting from a loss in value of debt B. Therefore, 

in a majority of the simulations there exists a wealth 

transfer from the holders of debt B to the holders of debt 

A. In one particular case , there also exists a transfer 

of wealth from debt B to stock. Thus , the four possible 

wealth transfer s discussed in section 4 can occur even 

with coupon payments on debt. 

28This was also true with the no coupon payment 
assumption. 
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6 . ON BOND COVENANTS AND METHODS OF COMPENSATION 

Bond covenants are provisions that restrict the firm 

from engaging in certain activities after the bonds are 

sold. Restrictions against mergers commonly exist in debt 

contracts . To quote Smith and Warner (1979) : 

Some indenture agreements contain a flat 
prohibition on mergers. Others permit the 
acquisition of firms provided that certain 
conditions are met .. . The merger can also be 
made contingent on there bei ng no default on 
indenture provision after the transaction 
is com pl et ed. 

The existence of these types of restrictions on 

merger activity are inconsistent with the result obtained 

by Galai and Masulis ( 1976) that the bondholders of the 

merged firm are always better off since the risk of 

bankruptcy always decreases . This inconsistency is a 

direct result of the fact that the conclusions drawn by 

Galai and Masulis ( 1976 ) are critically dependent on their 

assumptions. With a more general set of assumptions, it 

has bee show here that without the above restrictions the 

stockholders of firms can engage in merger activities that 

woul d cause the post-merger values of some bonds to be 

lower than their pre-merger values . The wide variety of 

situations under which bond values fall provides a 

rationale f or the existence of bond covenants restricting 

merger activity. 
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Indenture agreements that contain a flat prohibition 

on mer gers are in some sense "sub-optimal" from the point 

of view of bondholders, because there exist situations 

under which they would gain from the merger . Thus , we 

woul d expect some protective covenants that prevent 

mergers or require bondholde.rs to be compensated under 

certain conditions. If the protective covenants do not 

ensure t hat the compensation is exactly equal to the loss 

in value , then wealth expropriation would still occur . 

Given the existence of these protective covenants in 

debt contracts and the stockholders right of approval , one 

would not expect a merger , to take place unless the 

post-merger value of stock and debt is at least as great 

as t he pre-merger value . In particular , in 

non-synergistic mergers , the approval would be obtained 

only if stock and debt values remain unchanged. In the 

remai ning part of this section, we will discuss certain 

methods that can be used to compensate the stockholders 

and debtholders . 

There are a number of ways in which bondholders could 

be compensated for losses and a few specific methods are 

now discussed . One method of compensation would be to 

increase interest payments on the debt that is adversely 

affected by the merger (for example , on debt B, in many of 
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the cases discussed earlier). The effect of this action 

would be to increase the post-merger value of debt B, 

decrease the value of the stock , and decrease (or at best, 

leave unchanged) the value of debt A. A large enough 

increase in the interest payments could result in the 

post-merger value of debt A being less than its pre-merger 

value . Thus , such a policy would be restricted by some 

indentures agreement in the debt A contract. A second 

method of compensation would be to retire debt Bat a 

certain pre-specified value (e.g., the pre-merger value) . 

Holders of debt A would always prefer the retirement of 

debt B, as long as it is financed by the issue of 

subordinated debt and/or equity . A third possible 

alternative involved a simple swap. Debt B can be 

exchanged for new debt in the merged firm, such that the 

post-merger value of new debt is equal to the pre- merger 

value of debt B. The extent to whi ch the firm engages in 

this acti vity would again be restricted by some indenture 

agreement in the bond A contract . 

The above discussion has concentrated on compensating 

bondholders for losses. Given that the firm is required 

to engage in these types of bondholder compensation 

activities , the merger will result in a decrease in the in 

the market value of equity, i.e., the post-merger value of 
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equity will be less than its pre-merger value. Thus , with 

perfect compensation agreements in debt contracts , 

stockholders would always oppose non-synergistic mergers, 

unless they are also compensated for their losses. One 

such method of compensation would be to give shareholders 

some debt in the merged firm . We will now consider one 

specific situation . 

Assume that the post-merger values of both debt A and 

debt Bare greater than their pre-merger values , i .e . , oAC 

> oA and oBC > oB. The values of both debts can be 

lowered by issuing more short and long-term debt. The 

post-merger value of debt A would now be given by 

oAC = 01{bVC{1 - N1 (k 1 + oc/TA)] +(MA+ Mi)N1(k1)} (8) 

where Mi= face value of short-term debt issued to stock 

ln(VC/MA + MS) + (rf - ¾o2 )TA 
kl = 

oc/TA 

61 MA/(MA + Mi) 

b (MA+ Mi)/ MA+ Mi+ Mge-rf(Ts-TA) + 

Mie-r f ( Tg-T A) 

and Mi= face value of long-term debt issued to stock. 

The post-merger value of debt B would be given by 

oBC= 02{VC[1 - b + bN1(k1 + oc/TA) - N2(k1 + 

oclTA,k7;p)] 

- (MA+ MS)e-rfTA[N1(k1) - N2(k1,k3;p)] 
A 
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- (Mg+ MS)e-rf!B 
B 

N2(k1 , k9;p) } (9) 

where 02 Mg/(Mg + 1) 

k7 1n<vf1M8 + Mg) + (rf + ¾o2 )T8 

oclT8 

ks ln(vC/Mg + MS) + (rf + ¾o2 )T8 - o2TA 

oc/T8 

k9 k7 - oc/Tg 

p /TA/TB 

The stockholders would be exactly compensated for their 

losses if Ms and Ms are chosen such that oAC = oA and oBC 
A B 

= oB . Any situation can be converted to the one used in 

the above case. For example , if we have oAC > oA and oBC 

< 08 , then firs t compensate debt B, such that their 

post-merger value becomes greater than their pre-merger 

value , so that the condition assumed in the previous 

example holds . 

Thus , with perfect compensation it is possible to 

nullify al l wealth expropriation effects of the merger . 

The methods discussed above mainly invol ve changing the 

capital structure of the merged firm in a way such that 

the post-merger values of debt A, debt Band holdings of 
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stockholders (debt and equity) are equal to their 

pre-merger values . 
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APPENDI X A 

DERI VATI ON OF VALUATION EQUATI ONS 

In this appendix we show that the values of stock and 

long-term debt are given by equations (6) and (7) in 

Section V. 

As shown in Section II , the value of the short-term 

debt is given by 

DAC = bVC[1 - N1(k 1 + oc,ITA)J + 

MAe-rfTAN1(k1) 

ln(VC/MA) + (rf - ¾o2 )TA 

ocflA 

(A . 1 ) 

After r eti r ement of debt A, the stock becomes a call 

option on the value of the firm with an exercise price 

equal to the face value of debt Sand a time to maturity 

of (Ts - TA) years . Thus , the value of the stock at time 

TA is gi ve n by 

where 

VT N1(k7 + oc2f Ts - TA) -

Mse-rf(Ts-TA) N1(k7) 

ln(VT /Ms) + (rf - ¾o2 )(Ts -TA) 

oc2ITs - TA 

and VT = VT - MA. 

(A . 2) 

Assuming that a riskless hedge can be created 

involving the stock , the current value of the stock is 

given by 
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or 

(A . 3) 

where f( VT I vC) is the density function of VT given a 

current fi r m value of Ve . 

Let r ln( VT ;vC) 

r * -r + (r f + ¾a2 )TA 

0 c1 1T°A 

r ** -r + (rf - ¾o2 ( TA 

0 c,m 

using the above defined variable changes and with some 

algebra i c man i pulat i ons, equation (A . 3) , becomes29 

where 

3C = vCJ 00 7+ oc1./rA N7(k7)f(r*)dr* -

e-rfTA MAJ001 N7(ks) f (r**)dr** 

- e-rfTS Msf001N1(k9) f (r**)dr** (A . 4) 

k " -oc1~ ln(vC/M8 ) + (rf+1~o2 )Ts+ ¾(o2 -o2 )TA __ 7 _____ r * + _________ _ _ ______ _ 

k ' 
8 

0 c~ A oc-/rs-T A 

- ac,l'F"; r**+ ln(Vc/Ms) + (rf+1~o2 )Ts J ~ ( a2 +a2 )TA 

oc2/ri?FA oc~ A 

29The final forms for k7 , ks, and kg are obtained with two 
approximation tn(VT ;vC) = tn(VT - MA e-rfTA) . This 
approximation causes the stock to be under-valued by 
eq . (A . 4). 
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f(r*) ,f(r**) are standard normal density functions 

Let N2(h7 ,h2 , p) be the bivariate normal cumulative 

function with h7and h2 as the upper limits of the 

integrals and as the correlation coefficient . 

Then30 

where f(x) is the standar d normal density function . 

Using equation (A . 5) and with some algebraic 

manipulations equation (A . 4) becomes31 

where 

kl ln(vC/MA) + (rf-¾ot1)TA 

oc,✓-r;-

c 
k7 ln(V~/M8 ) + (rf+~ o~2)T8 + ¾Ca~1-o~2)TA 

/ r8 ~2+TA(o~1 - 0~2) 

k8 ln(Vr/Ms) + (rf+~ot2)Ts - ~Cot1+at1)TA 

30see Abramowitz and Stegun (1964) . 

(A. 5) 

(A.6 ) 

31The correlation coefficient has the property O~p~1 as 
long as o2 ~o , TA~o . and T~T8 . 
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✓Ts0c2 +TA ( 0E,-062) 

k9 ln(Vt/Mg) + (rf-¾ 062)Tg - ¾(0~1 - of 2)TA 

V ITsat 2 + TA ( 061-062) 

Equations (A. 1) and (A . 6) and the f act the sum of 

security val ues should equal firm value yields the 

following expression for long- term debt value: 

o8C = vC[1-b+bN1(k1+oc1v'fp) - N2 (k 1+oc1v'f;., k7 ;p)] 

- MAe-rfTA[N1 (k1) - N2(k1 , ka;p)] 

+ Mge-rfTB N2 (k1 , k9 ; p) . 
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APPENDIX B 

THE LEVERAGE EFFECT 

Assume that TA= Ts+ T and oA = os = o and PAS 

i .e., the maturity and variance effects are zero. 

Then, the pre-merger value of Bondi , i = A, B, is 

given by 

oi = vi[1-N1 (ki+o/T)] + Mie-rfT N1 (ki) 

where ki = ln(Vi/Mi) + (rf- ~o2)T 

o/T 

The post-merger value of Bond i , i = A, B, is given by 

0 ic 

( B. 1 ) 

(B . 2) 

where oc vc/Mc = reciprocal of leverage ratio for firm C 

vA + vs 

o/T 

Therefore , the change in value of Bondi, i = A, B, is 

Miac[1-N1(kc+o/T)J + Mie-rfT N1(kc) 

- Miai[1-N1(ki+o/T)] - Mie-rfT N1(ki) 

Equation (B.3) is equivalent to 

6 Di = ac[ 1-N1(kc+o/T) ] + e- rfT N1 (kc) 
M. 

l 

( B . 3) 
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- ai[ 1-N1 (ki+o/T)] - e-rfT N1(ki) 

Therefore, the change in value of Bondi as a 

(B . 4) 

fraction of its face value is equal to the change in value 

of a bond with a face value of $1, when the firm value 

changes from ai to ac · Since the value of a bond is a 

non-decreasing function of firm value, and given equation 

(B . 4) , the change in value of Bondi is a decreasing 

function of the leverage ratio. Therefore, 

~o i is < 0 if ac < ai 

> 

0 

0 

The pre-merger value of stock i , i = A, B, is given by 

si = viN1(ki+o/T) - Mie-rfT N1(ki) (B.5) 

Equation (B. 5) can also be written as 

si/Mi = aiN1(ki+o/T) - e-rfT N1(ki) (B.6) 

Similarly , the equation for the post-merger val ue of the 

combined stock can be written as 

(B .7) 

Therefore , given the face that stock prices are increasing 

functions of firm value, we have 

sA/MA < sc/Mc < s 81Ms if aA < ac < as 

or s 81M8 < sC;Mc < sA/MA if as< ac < as 

In addition , since stock prices are convex in firm value, 

we must have 
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or 

where W satisfies 

Solving equation (B.9) for W, yields W = MA/Mc . 

Substitution of this value of Win (B . 8) gives, 

sA + Sg > sc 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

Therefore , the leverage effect is always negative for the 

combined common stock . 
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APPENDIX C 

THE MATURITY EFFECT 

Assume c1A = l'rB, PAB = 1, and MA_/0 = MB/VB i.e., the 

variance and leverage effects are zero . Further assume 

that the expiration date of Bond A is one "period" away, 

while that for Bond Bis two "periods" away. We will now 

use the binomial process to show that the merger results 

in a non-negative change in Bond A value, an ambiguous 

change in Bond B value, and a non-negative change in total 

debt value and thus a non-positive change in total stock 

value. 

Since the binomial process is being used to describe 

firm value movements, therefore at the end on any period, 

the value of the firm can either move up by a proportion 

u, or move down by proportion d (=1/u). The possible 

end of period values for firm A, firm B, and firm Care 

shown in Figure C.l . 

uVA 

""<v" 
Firm A 

Firm C 

Figure C.l 

Firm B 
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Case 1: Assume MA< dVA and Ma< d2VB 

In this case the pre-merger values of Bond A and Bond B 

are given by 

oA MA/r (C . 1) 

and 08 Ma/r2 ( C . 2) 

where r one plus the risk-free rate/period . 

The pos t merger payoffs , at the end of period 1 , to Bond A 

is always MA , since d(VA+vB) > MA . Therefore, the 

post- merger value of Bond A is given by 

oAC = MA/r (C . 3) 

This implies that the change in value of Bond A as a 

result of the merger is zero . The post-merger payoffs , at 

the end of period 2, to Bond Bis always M8 , since d2 

(VA+Va) - dMA > M8 . Therefore, the post-merger value of 

Bond Bis given by 

oBC = Ms/r2 (C . 4) 

This implies that the change in value of Bond Bas a 

result of the merger is zero . Therefore , the total change 

in value of debt is zero . 

Case 2 : Assume MA < dVA and d2v8 < M8 < dV8 

In this case , the pre and post-merger values of Bond A are 

given by equations (C.1) and (C . 3). Using the techniques 
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developed in Cox , Ross , and Rubinstein (1979) , it can be 

shown that the pre-merger value of Bond Bis given by 

oBC = 
p(2-p)Mg (1-p)2d2vB 

+ ---- -----

where p = (r-d)/(u-d). 

( C . 5) 

Similarily , the post-merger value of Bond B can be shown 

to be 

( C . 6) 

Therefore , the change in value of debt Bis 

/lDB = oBC _ 0B - 0B { 1-o 2 2 
rZ 

{Mi n[Mg,d2(vA+vB) 

-dMA] - d2vB 

or /lDB = ( 1-p)2 {Min [Mg-d2vB,d 2vA- dMA] } ( C. 7) 
r2 

!lD8 is always greater than zero, since Ms> d2vB and d2vA 

> dMA . Therefore , Bond B gains as a result of the merger . 

Since there is no change in Bond A value, the total value 

of debt increases in this case . 

Case 3: dVA <MA< uvA and dVs < Mg < vB 

In this case , the pre- merger value of Bond a is given by 

r r (C . 8) 
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The pre-merger value of Bond Bis given by equation (C.5) . 

To derive equations for post-merger debt value we have t o 

consider two different situations: 

In this situation it can be shown that the post-merger 

value of Bond a is given by the equation 

r r ( C . 9) 

proportion of liquidated firm 

obtained by Bond A. 

Therefore, the change in value of Bond A is given by 

r 

or 

(C .10 ) 

Equation (C.10) impli es that Bond A increases in value as 

a result of the mergi;r . 

The post-merger value of Bond B is given by 

r (C .11 ) 

Therefore , the change in value of Bond Bis 

Or 

!:I DB DBC - DB = (1-p)t 1-b) (vA+vB) - (1-p) 
~ r 

!:IDB ( 1-p)dMg MA + Mg - (1 - p)ctT > 0 

r2 MA+ MB r-1 J 
d~ 

(C .12) 
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(C .1 2) 

Equation (C. 12) implies that Bond B increases in value in 

this case. Since both bonds increase in value in this 

case, the total value of debt must increase. 

In this situation, Bond A becomes riskless after the 

merger and, therefore , its value is given by equation 

(C . 3) . The change in value of Bond A i s given by 

(C .1 3) 

The post-merger value of Bond Bis given by the equation 

oBC 

(C. 1 4) 

Therefore, the change in value of Bond Bis 

Therefore, Bond B decreases in value in t his case . The 

tot al change in debt value is 6D = 6DA + 6DB . In the case 

where the first term of equation (C .1 5) has value zero, 

the equation for 6D is 

(C . 16) 
r r 

or the merger results in a decrease i n the value of the 

combined common stock . When the first term of equation 

(C . 15) is negative, the equation for 6D is 

6D = ..!..::£. (MA -dVA) 
r 

[1 - ( 1-p)d] +p( l -p) vA+vB 
r r 2 
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- uMA- ~ 

or 6D > .!.=E. (MA- d0) { 1 -(1-p)d - E!_} + 0 (C .17) 
r r r 

Since B 
(r-d)/(u- d) V > ~ and p = 

or the merger results in a decrease in the value of the 

combined collllilon stock . 

In this case, the pre- merger value of Bond A is given by 

equation (C.8). The pre-merger value of Bond Bis given 

by (C.18) 

As in Case 3, we have to consider two different situations 

to derive the post-merger values of Bond A and Bond B. 

a) d(0+vB) <MA< u(VA+VB). 

In this situation, the post- merger value of Bond A is 

given by equation (C.9), and the change in Bond A value is 

given by equation (C .1O) . The post-merger value of Bond B 

is given by 

BC 2 . A B . A 
D = p_ ~ + p( l-p) {Min ~ .v--+v - d~-} 

? r2 

+ (C.19) 

Therefore, the change in value of Bond Bis 

Min{~-VB,0- dMA} + 

- (1- p)d > 0 (C.2O) 
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Equation (C.20) implies that Bond B increases in value in 

this case. Since both bonds increase in value, this 

situation\ii.11 always result in a decrease in the combined 

common stock value. 

In this situation, Bond A becomes riskless after the 

merger and, therefore, its value is given by equation 

(C.3). The change in value of Bond A is given by equation 

(C. 13). The post-merger value of Bond B can be shown to 

be 

0BC =p2 ~ + p(l - p) 
~ r2 

Therefore , the change in value of Bond Bis given by 

(C.22) 

Equation (C.22) implies that the change in Bond B value is 

ambiguous in this case. The total cahnge in value of debt 

is 

0 (C.23) 

or the merger r esults in a decrease in the value of the 

combined common stock . 

There are two more cases that can possibly occur . 

These cases are not considered in this appendix , because 
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the firms would effecti vely have no equity when MA is 

greater than uvA and M8 is great er than u2vB . The four 

cases considered above are summarized in Table C. 1. 



-
t:ASE t: MA< dVA 

Ha < ivB 

~ASE 2: ,A 
MA< dV 

iv8 <Ms< dV8 

CASE la: dVA < HA < uVA 

dV8 <MB< v8 

d(VA + v8) <HA< u(VA + VB) 

:.ASE 3b : dVA < MA < uVA 

dV8 
<MB< v8 

MA< d(VA + v8) 

:.ASE 4a: dVA < HA < uVA 

v8 < H < u2v8 
B 

d(VA ♦ v8) <HA< u(VA ♦ v8) 

CASE 4>: dVA < HA < uVA 

yB < H < u2vB 
8 

MA< d(VA + V8) 

TABLE C.1 

THE MATURITY EFFECT 

BOND 7i. 

0 

0 

>0 

>O 

>O 

>0 

BOND B 

0 

>O 

>0 

<O 

>0 

~o 

C~ON STOCK 

0 

<O 

<0 

<O 

<O 

<O 

co 
V, 
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Essay 2 

VALUING CORPORATE SECURITIES : SOME EFFECTS OF 

STOCK REPURCHASE OFFERS 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

A tender offer to repurchase common stock is a bid by a firm 

to acquire a portion of its outstanding equity at a price specified 

in the offer. The number of companies repurchasing their own stock 

has grown dramatically in the last years . In 1983, companies 

listed on the New York Stock Exchange have repurchased nearly $3 

billion of their own stock. The overall effect has been a swing 

from a net corporate issuance of $12.9 billion in 1982 to a net 

reduction of $7 billion in 1983. 

Recent empirical studies on repurchases report abnormal stock 

price increases after a repurchase announcement, but provide 

different explanations for the observed returns. 1 With 

1see Masulis (1980) , Dann (1981), and Vermaelen (1981). 
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regard to the rationale for stock repurchases, the most frequently 

mentioned reasons are : 2 

(i) The Wealth Expropriation Hypothesis: It has been argued 

that since the repurchase transfers the ownership of 

some of the firm's assets to the stockholders , this 

transfer would result in an expropriation of wealth from 

the bondholders to the stockholders . 

(ii) The Signalling Hypothesis: It has been argued that the 

announcement of the repurchase constitutes a signal from 

management about the firm's future prospects . 

(iii) The Leverage Hypothesis : It has been argued that when 

the firm issues new debt to finance the repurchase, it 

engages in this activity to attain its 'optimal ' capital 

structure . This change in capital structure would 

result in an increase in stock value . This hypothesis 

also predicts that debt values will remain 

unchanged . 3 

2These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive . Masulis (1980) uses 
a combination of (i), (iii) , and (iv) to explain his results, 
while Dann (1981) , and Vermaelen (1981) state that their results 
can only be indicative of the predominant hypothesis . 

3This statement follows from the fact that debt values are 
determined by the before-tax value of the firm, and leverage 
changes only alter the after-tax value. Therefore, tax gains from 
leverage will benefit stockholders only. 
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(iv) The Personal Taxation Hypothesis: Firms repurchase 

stock rather than paying stock dividends because this 

action enables t he stockholders to benefit from the 

preferential tax treatment of repurchases relative to 

dividends. This hypothesis predicts that stock value 

will increase , and debt value will remain unchanged . 

This paper demonstrates that the Wealth Expropriation, 

Leverage, and Personal Taxation hypotheses are not sufficient to 

explain the results obtained in recent studies . Thus , we focus on 

the Signalling hypothesis, and derive conditions under which 

different types of signals are consistent with the recent empirical 

results . 

In Section 2, the assumptions used in this paper are presented . 

In Section 3 , valuation equati ons for debt and equi t y are derived 

using the techniques developed by Black and Scholes (1973) for 

valuing securities as simple and compound options . 4 The 

results of simulations using these valuation equations are 

presented in Section 4. Contrary to previous work, it is shown 

that a repurchase can result in a wealth transfer from stockholders 

4These equations are derived assuming that the repurchase is not 
financed with a new debt issue. The Leverage and Personal 
Taxation Hypotheses are not explicitly modeled in these equations 
since we assume a world without taxes. 
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to bondholders . 5 Therefore, the expropriation effect would 

result in either a decrease in debt value or a decrease in stock 

value . 6 In either situation , the adversely affected 

securityholders would attempt to prevent the firm from engaging in 

the repurchase . Therefore, given a perfect and competitive market 

for protective covenants in debt contracts, and the voting rights 

of shareholders, the expropriation effect cannot provide a 

rationale for the existence of repurchases . 

If the repurchase were a signal from management about the 

firm's future prospects, the announcement could result in a change 

in firm value, and (or) firm riskiness . For both securityholders 

to approve the repurchase, it is shown that the announcement must 

have a positive impact on firm value. 

In addition, for 'reasonable ' increases in firm value, the 

announcement must be accompanied by either one of the following 

changes in the variance of returns of the firm.7 

5see Masulis (1980), Dann (1981), and Vermaelen (1981) . 

6This follows from the fact that without information and debt 
financing, the value of the firm does not change at the 
announcement date of the repurchase offer . It must, however, be 
noted that the repurchase can be neutral in the sense that the 
wealth expropriation effect is zero. 

7It is theoretically possible for all securityholders to approve 
the repurchase if the variance remains the same and the 
information effect on firm value is l arge. 
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(a) Variance decreases at the announcement date and then 

i ncreases ( or remains the same) at the expiration date of 

a successful offer. 

(b) Variance increases at the announcement date and then 

decreases at the date of a successful off er . 

Section 5 demonstrates that levered repurchases do not 

significantly alter the conclusion that the signal from management 

must affect both firm value and fi rm variance at the announcement 

date. In Section 6, the theoretical signalling effects of 

repurchases are compared with some of the empirical results 

obtained by Masulis (1980), Dann (1981) , and Vermaelen ( 1981), and 

are found to be consistent with each other if the following 

hypotheses hold:8 

(a) The repurchase announcement conveys a value increasing 

signal . 

(b) The r epurchase announcement conveys a risk decreasing 

s i gnal . 

(c) At the expiration date of the repurchase, the risk of the 

firm increases. 

8rt must be pointed out that Dann (1981) , and Vermaelen (1981) 
conclude that their results are consistent with the hypothesis 
that a repurchase announcement discloses favorable information 
about the firm ' s future prospects, but they fail to specify what 
kinds of signals are consistent . 
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(d) The information effect of the announcement on stock price 

is an increasing function of the repurchase premium , and 

the fraction of outstanding shares repurchased. 

Finally, Section 7 develops testable hypotheses, and discusses 

methods for estimation of the parameters in the valuation 

equations. 

2. THE ASSUMPTIONS 

As stated earlier, the corporate securities considered her are 

valued using the option pricing framework . The valuation equations 

derived in later sections follow from the fact that stocks can be 

viewed as call options with the underlying securities being the 

assets of the firm . These equations are derived under the 

following set of assumptions : 

A1 . The firm has common stock and o ne debt issue 

outstanding . 

A2 . The outstanding debt issue is a pure discount bond with 

face value of M, and a maturity of T. years . 

A3 . There are no dividend payments on the stock. 

A4 . The distribution of changes in firm asset values at the 

end of any finite time interval is stationary 

log-normal. 

A5. There exists a riskless asset paying a known constant 

rate of interest, rf . 
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A6 . Trading takes place continuously . 

A7. Individuals can sell any security short and recei ve 

proceeds of the sale. 

A8 . Capital Markets are perfect . 

A9 . The firm announces an offer to repurchase a certain 

fraction of the outstanding shares , fA, at a price P. 

The r epurchase is executed at date TE ( TE<T) . 

A10 . New information rel evant to the value of the firm and 

(or) the standard deviat ion of returns on the firm is 

associated with the repurchase off er. 

A11. If the number of shares tendered by the stockholders is 

less than the number of shares sought by the firm , all 

shares tendered ar e repurchases. If the number of 

shar es tendered exceed the number of shares sought , the 

firm repurchases an equal fraction from each tendering 

s har eholder such that the total number of shares 

repurchases is equal to a f raction of fA of the 

outstandi ng stock . 

A12 . The firm cannot change the terms of the r epurchase 

off er . 

A13 . The firm liquidates some of its assets to finance the 

repurchase offer . Therefore, the variance of returns on 

the firm could change after the execution of the 

repurchase . 

( 
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In Section 5, assumption A13 is replaced with the following 

assumption: 

A14. The firm issues some debt to finance the repurchase 

offer . The new debt issue is a pure discount bond with 

a face value of MN, and a maturity of TN years. The new 

issue is subordinated to the existing debt. 

The notations used in the paper is : 

Vs Value of firm before repurchase announcement. 

08 Standard deviation of returns of the firm before 

repurchase announcement. 

M Face value of outstanding debt . 

T Maturity date of debt (measured from date of repurchase 

announcement) . 

sB Value o f stock before repurchase announcement . 

oB Value of debt before repurchase announcement. 

P Repurchase premium (fraction of pre-announcement stock 

pri ce per share). 

TE Expiration date of repur chase offer (measured from date 

of repurchase announcement). 

fA Fraction of outstanding s hares firm wants t o repurchase . 

fE Fraction of outstanding shares firm actually 

repurchases . 

vA Value of firm after announcement of repurchase offer . 

v8 (1 + 6v) . 
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cv Information effect of repurchase announcement on firm 

value . 

crA1= Standard deviation of returns on the firm after 

announcement of repurchase offer . 

08 ( 1 + c O) • 

co Infor mation effect of repurchase announcement on firm 

standard deviation . 

crA2= Standard deviation of returns on firm after expiration 

of repurchase offer . 

sA Value of stock after repurchase announcement . 

oA Value of debt after repurchase announcement . 

v Value of the firm at which stock holders are indifferent 

to the repurchase . 

v Value of the firm below which the repurchase offer is 

suspended . 

rf = Risk-free rate per annum . 

In Section 5 of the paper , the following additional notation is 

used : 

MN Face value of new debt issue . 

TN Maturity date of the new debt issue (measured from date 

of repurchase announcement . 

08 Value of new debt before repurchase announcement. 
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3, THE VALUATION EQUATIONS 

3. 1 BEFORE REPURCHASE ANNOUNCEMENT 

For the firm described in Section 2 , the shareholders can be 

viewed as having an option to buy back the firm at an exercise 

price equal to the face value of the debt , at the maturity date of 

the latter. Thus , the value of the stock at the maturity date, T, 

is Max(O , VT-M) , where VT is the value of the firm at time , T, and M 

is the face value of the maturing debt . Thi s implies that the 

stock is a call opt ion on the value of the firm, and can be valued 

using the Black-Scholes option prici ng model . 9 The value 

of the stock of the firm is : 

s 8 v8N(k8 + 08/r) - Me-rfTN(k 8) 

S(VB , os , rf,M,T) 

where N( . ) = univariate normal cumulative distribution 

function and 

ln(vB/M) + (rf - ¾o2)T 

and ks 

os.fr 

The current market value of debt is v8 -sB . Thus, 

0) 

nB = vB[1 - N(ks + 08/f)J + Me-rfTN(k8). (2) 

9see Black and Scholes (1973) . 
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3.2 AFTER REPURCHASE ANNOUNCEMENT 

At the expirationdite of the repurchase offer, by arbitrage 

conditions, the repurchase is successful for those firm values 

where the value of the stock if the shareholders do not tender is 

less than the price specified in the firm's repurchase offer . 

Algebraically, the repurchase is successful is10 

where~ = Value of the firm at date TE. 
E 

Assume that Vis that firm value that solves equation (3) as 

an equality. This implies that the r epurchase is successful if 

{ < V. It is also assumed that the firm cancels the repurchase 
E 

offer if { < y_, where Y....?.... fASB(l + p).
11 

Therefore, the 
E 

value of stock an instant before TE is 

s<{ , crAl,rf,M,T - TE) 
E 

s = 
A 

S(~ -

if { < V or { > V 
E E 

(4) 

otherwise Cox and Ross (1975) have shown that if one can create a 

riskless hedge involving the security that one is interested in 

10s(.) has been defined in equation (1). 

11This assumption guarantees that the firm will not repurchase if 
this activity results in bankruptcy at date TE. In later 
sections, it will be assumed that vA = fASB(l + p) . Under these 
conditions, the repurchase is successful if and only if the value 
of the firm at date TE is between the value at which the firm 
cancels the repurchase and that at which the stockholders are 
indifferent between rendering and selling in the market, i.e. 
V < vA < V. 
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pricing, the current value of such a security can be obtained by 

discounting the expected value of the security at some future date 

by the risk- free rate . 12 Assuming that such a hedge can be 

created in this case, the current post-purchase announcement value 

of the s tock is given by 

SA= e- rfTEE{S~ 0} 
E 

(5) 

Combining equations (4) and (5) and evaluating the integrals as 

in Geske (1979) yields: 

SA= v¾ - ME-4FTW2 + fASB(l + p)e-rfTE (6) 

Where w1 = N(l + crAl/TE,Kl + Alcrf,p) + N(hw - crAl.(fE,k2/) 

+ N(h3 - crAl~'kl + crA1.fT• p3) - N(h3 -crAl/T'k2p2) 

W2 + N(hl,kl'pl) + N(h2,k3'p2) + (N(h3,kl ' p3) - N(h3,k3'p2) 

2 w3 + N(3 ,k4 ,p2) - N(h ,k3 , p2) + N(h2) - N(h3) 

hl +i n(0/v) + (rf - ½cr
2

)TE/crAl.fT°E 

h2 = - h 1 

h3 = t n(y_/VA) (rf ½cr
2

)TE/ crAl 0E 

kl + tn(0/M) + (rf - ½cr;l)T Alofi 

k2 t n(0/M) (rf 1 2 ) 1 ( 2 2 ~ = + + ~aA2 T + ~ 0 A2 - a Al) TE a A2T + 
2 

( a Al 
2 

- 0 A2 )TE 

12 h h d • 1 • • • h d T e e ging argument resu ts i n an option price tat oes not 
depend directly on the s tructure of investor preferences. The 
preferences determing equilibrium parameter values, but given 
these parameter values , the solution obtained is prefer ence f r ee . 
Theref or e , we can assume risk neutrality to obtain the 
equil ibrium price of the option . See Cox and Ross (1975, 1976) 
for more de t ail s . 
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( a2 -
Al 122 )TE 

vA = 
1 

vA - fEs8< 1 + p)e-rfTE 

P1 /TE;IT 

P2 ( 0 A1/TE)/ (~2 
T + ( o2 - 2 )TE) 

Al 
0A2 

P3 -p, 

and N(Z1,Z2,P) = bivariate normal distribution function with z1 and 

Z2 as upper limits and pas the correlation coefficient. 

Since the current values of the two outstanding securities should 

sum to the current value of the fi rm , the current value of debt is 

oA = vA(1 - W1) + Me-rfT W2 - fES8( 1 + p)e- rfTE W3 (7) 

4. PRE VS POST-ANNOUNCEMENT SECURITY VALUES : SOME COMPARISONS 

In the f ramework considered here , any difference between the 

post-announcement and pre- announcement values of securities can be 

separated into three casual components. The first is the leverage 

effect , the second is the asset structure effect, and the third is 

t he information effect . The leverage effect is caused by the 

change in the leverage ratio after a successful repurchase . The 

asset structure effect i s the result of a change in the asset 

s tructure of the firm after a successful repurchase . 13 The 

13Although the leverage and asset structure changes take place at 
the expiration date of a successful repurchase offer , the 
post- announcement security values wi ll reflect the expected 
effects . 
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information effect is caused by a change in the market ' s perception 

of (a) the value of the firm, and (b) the variance of returns on 

the firm that accompany the repurchase announcement.14 

Since the three components do not necessarily act in the same 

direction, the change in value of any security is determined by the 

relative magnitude of each effect. Initially, in order to isolate 

these three effects, each one is considered separately while the 

others are forced to zero . 

4. 1 THE LEVERAGE EFFECT 

The leverage effect is concerned with a post-repurchase change in 

bankruptcy risk caused by a change in the leverage ratio of the 

firm after the expiration of a successful repurchase 

offer.15 The repurchase, when successful, increases the 

leverage ratio of the firm after date TE. Therefore, the 

repurchase results in an increase in the leverage related risk for 

the bond which implies a decrease in the value of the debt 

14The changes in firm value , and variance due to the information 
effect take place at the announcement date. 

15The leverage r ati on (i) is defined as the ratio of the face value 
of debt to the market value of the firm i.e . t = M/V. 
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The magnitude of the leverage effect on stock and debt 

values would depend on the values of the various parameters in 

the valuation equation . The change in the leverage ratio 

(tit=t B(payout/V- payout)) is an increasing function of the pay-

17 out to the stockholders. This relationship when coupled 

with the fact that 3payout/3fE>O, and 3payout/3p>O, implies 

that the leverage effect on stock is an increasing function of 

the repurchase premium, and the fraction of outstanding shares 

18 repurchased. Algebraically, atisi/a f , ati s 2 lap> O 

The magnitude of the leverage effect would also depend on the 

pre- announcement debt to equity ratio of the firm. The effect 

of changes in the debt to equity ratio of the firm on change in 

stock value due to the leverage effect has two components, and 

can be written algebraically as: 

dtiSa + atiSt a payout 

3(DB/SB) 
Payout 

3payout B B 
3 (D /S ) 

=Const . 

If the firm is almost a ll equity (DB/SB large), the value of 

equity would increase by the amount of the payout while there would 

].. f DB/ SB => 0 • be no effect This implies that the first derivative 

16s (tiDt ) is the leverage effect on s tock (debt). Since the 
l everage effect causes no change in firm value at the 
announcement date of the repurchase, ti St + tiDt =>O. 

17 2 This follows from the fact that 36£/3 payout =tBV/(V-payout) >0 . 

18The derivatives follow f rom payout= fESB( l +p) . 
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on the RHS of the above equation i s positive . But since the payout 

is a decreasing function of the debt to equity rat i o, this implies 

that the second term on the RHS of the above equation is 

negative . 19 Therefore, the total effect of changes in the 

debt to equity ratio on changes in debt and equity values is 

ambiguous . Since the debt to equity ratio of the firm depends on 

the pre-announcement leverage ration , the pre-announcement 

variance, the maturity of debt , and the risk-free rate, changes i n 

these parameters would have an ambiguous impact on the magnitude of 

the leverage effect. Algebraically , 20 

oT 

The magnitude of the l everage effect on stock is a decreasing 

function of the time to expiration of the repurchase offer i .e . 

o6Si/oTE<0 . The comparative statics for the leverage effect on 

debt values is exactly the opposite of those for stock . 

4.2 THE ASSET STRUCTURE EFFECT 

At date TE , the firm liquidates some of its assets to finance 

the repurchase. The liquidation of these assets changes the asset 

19rhis assumes that p and fare fixed , and follows from the fact 
that sB decreases as the debt to equity ratio increases (ceteris 
paribus) . 

20sased on simulations, these derivatives are unambiguous for 
reasonable parameter values. If M/V8<1, and annual 08 <0 . 6 we 
get o6Si/o(M/v8) > o,a6St/aa8 > o , a6st1ar > o , a~st/orf < o. 
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structure of the firm, which in turn would change the variance of 

r eturns on the firm . 21 We assume that the variance of 

returns after a successful repurchase is given by 

where OA1 = Variance of returns before repurchase 

To analyze the asset str ucture effect we consider two cases : 

(i) Risk-increasing Asset Structure Change (6>0): After a 

successful repurchase, the securities under consideration are part 

of a riskier firm. Therefore, the asset structure effect would be 

positive for common stock , and negati ve for debt (6SAs>0,6DAs<O) . 

The magnitude of the asset structure effect on s t ock value is 

an increasing function of the repurchase premium , and the fraction 

repurchased to the extent that these variables determine the size 

of the asset structure change i .e . o6SAs /op>O , o6SAs/of>O . In 

addi tion , since the asset structure change t akes place at the 

expiration date of the repurchase offer, the magnitude of the asset 

structure change is a decreasi ng function of TE i.e . 

o6SAs/oTE<O . The effects of the four remaining parameters are now 

considered separately: 

a) Leverage Ratio(M/VB): If the firm has (almost) no debt i n its 

capital structure , then increases in the firm variance at date TE 

21The variance would remain the same if the firm liquidates an 
equal proportion of all its assets . In all other cases , the 
variance would either increase or decrease at date TE . 
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will have (almost) no impact on the value of debt and equity. As 

the leverage ratio is increased from zero, increases n riskiness 

will cause a transfer of wealth from debt to equity. But if the 

firm is all debt, debt values will be invariant to changes in the 

firm's riskiness. Therefore, the effect of changes in 

pre-announcement leverage on the change in equity value is 

ambiguous, i.e. a6fs ;a(M/VB)> o . 22 
< 

b) Standard Deviation (08 ): If the variance of returns on the 

firm is such that the debt is riskless before the announcement, 

then increases in variance that do not make the debt risky will 

have no effect on debt value . On the other hand, if the increase 

in variance makes the debt risky, then the asset structure change 

has a positive effect on stock value . This implies that in certain 

ranges of pre-announcement variance, the magnitude of the asset 

structure effect is an increasing function of 08 . In the limit, if 

os is large enough such that the pre-announcement debt value is 

approximately zero, the risk-increasing asset structure change will 

have negli gible impact on debt and equity values . Therefore , the 

22For M/V8 <1 , and annual og<0 . 6, simulations result in a positive 
derivati ve. 
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effect of changes in the pre- announcement variance on the change in 

equity value is ambiguous i .e . o6SAs/acr8 > o.23 
< 

c) Risk-free Rate (rf): The risk-free rate determines the 

magnitude of the asset structure effect through its effect on the 

pre-announcement debt to equity ratio of the firm . The debt to 

equi ty ratio is a decreasing function of the risk-free rate. Since 

the magnitude of the asset structure effect on equity is an 

increasing function of the debt to equity ratio, the change in 

equity value is a decreasing function of the risk-free rate, i.e. 

d) Maturity of Debt (T) : If T=TE, the value of debt is 

unaffected by changes in the variance at date TE. As Tis 

increased , changes in the variance caused by the asset structure 

change will result in a decrease in debt value . At the extreme , if 

Tis large, the pre-announcement value of debt is almost zero, and 

changes in variance wil l have little effect on debt value . 

Therefore, changes in debt maturity have an ambiguous effect on the 

change in equity value i .e. o6As/oT>0 . 24 The comparative 

statics for debt are exactly the opposite of those for equity. 

23For M/vB<1, and cra<0.6 , simulations result in a positive 
derivative . 

24All the above results can be obtained by evaluating a2s; axa cr for 
X=M/VB , 08 , rf , and T where Sis valued as a call option using 
the Black-Scholes equation . 
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(ii) Risk-decreasing Asset Structure Change (~<O) : The 

results, in this case , are exactly the opposite of those for a 

risk-increasing asset structure change , i.e . ~SAs<O, ~As>O. 

4.3 THE INFORMATION EFFECT 

As stated earlier, the leverage and asset structure effects 

are caused by changes in the firm ' s leverage ratio, and asset 

structure after a s uccessful repurchase . If the probabil i ty of a 

successful repurchase is zero i .e . when~= or vA >>> V, then these 

two effects would be zero . Even in this situat i on , the repurchase 

announcement may result in a change in security values if it 

conveys some information about the investment opportunities of the 

f i rm. The infor mation effect on firm value is measured by ov where 

6v=(vA- vB);vB 

vA= Value of firm after announcement . 

v8= Value of the firm before announcement . 

The information effect on firm variance is measured by oo where 

6 o= ( o A 1 - Ob) 8 

0A1= Standard deviation of returns after announcement . 

os = Standard deviation of returns before announcement . 

To analyze the information effect we have to consider four cases : 

(i) Value increasing Signal (ov>O) . Since stock and debt 

values are increasing functions of firm value, a value 
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increasing signal would result in an information effect 

that is positive for both debt and equity (6Sv, 6Dv>O). 

The effects of the various parameters are now 

considered separately: 

a) Leverage Ratio (M/VB): If the leverage ratio of the 

firm is (almost) zero , increases in firm value will 

have (almost ) no effect on debt, and equity value will 

increase by an amount (almost) equal to the increase in 

in firm value . On the other hand , if the leverage 

ratio of the firm is extremely large, increases in firm 

value will affect debt, and have almost no effect on 

equity. This implies that the information effect on 

equity is a decreasing function of the pre-announcement 

leverage rat i o of the firm i .e . a6Svla(M/V8)<0. 

b) Standard Deviation ( 08 ): If the variance is such taht 

the debt is riskless, then increases i n firm value will 

have no effect on debt, and equity value will increase 

by an amount equal to the increase i n firm value. If 

debt i s risky, increas es in firm value will be shared 

by both debt and equity . At the extreme, when variance 

is large, the debt to equity ratio of the firm is 

almost zero and increas es in firm val ue will have 

almos t no effect on debt . Therefore, changes in the 
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pre-announcement variance has an ambiguous impact on 

the change in equity value i.e . 36Sv/ao8 . 25 

c) Risk- free Rat e (rf): The risk-free rate determines the 

the magnitude o f the information effect through i ts 

effect on the debt to equity ratio of the firm which is 

a decreasing function of the risk-free rate. Since the 

magnitude of the firm value information effect on 

equity is a decreasing function of the debt-equity 

ratio, the change in equity value is an increasing 

function of rf i.e. a asv/arf>O . 

d) Debt Maturity ( T): If T=O , the pre- announcement value 

debt is approximately equal to its face 

value.26 Since this is the maximum attainable 

value for debt , increases in firm value will have no 

eff ect on debt. As Tis increased , the value of debt 

falls and (for ' reasonable' values of os) will be below 

Me-rfT . This implies that increases in firm value will 

be shared by both debt and equity . I n the limit , if T 

is large , the debt to equity ratio is almost zer o , and 

increases in firm value will have little effect on 

debt . Ther efore , changes in debt maturity has an 

25For reasonable values of the leverage rat io and pre-announcement 
variance , the derivative is negative eg . M/VB < 1, and 08 < 0 .6 . 

26Assuming M/vB < 1. 
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ambiguous impact on the change in the value of equity, 

i. e. at. sv/ a T> o . 2 7 

(ii) Value Decreasing Signal (o < )0: The results for this 
V 

case are exactly the opposite of those for a value 

increasing signal. 

(iii)Risk Increasing Signal (o > 0): Since stock (debt) 
0 

values are increasing (decreasing) functions of firm 

risk, a risk increasing signal would result in an 

information effect that is positive (negative) for 

equity (debt) i.e. t.S > 0, t,D > 0. The comparative 
s s 

statics for this case are identical to those derived 

for a risk-increasing asset structure change, i.e. 

clllS clllS clllS clllS s s s > 0 __ s <0 

cl (M/VB) 
< ' 

acrB clT arf 

clllD clllD clllD clllD 
s s s 

0 
s 

a (M/vB) 
,-->0 

clcrB clT arf 

(iv) Risk Decreasing Signal (o0 < 0): The r esults in this 

case are exactly the opposite of those for a risk 

increasing signal. The information effect on stock 

value is unambiguously positive in the situation where 

the r epurchase announcement results in an increase in 

both the firm value and variance. In the case where 

27All the above results can be obtained by evaluating a
2
s/axav for 

X = M/vB• aB, rf, and T where Sis valued as a call option. 
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magnitude of the decrease is an increasing function of the 

repurchase premium, the fraction of stock repurchased, and a 

decreasing function of the change in variance at date TE . 28 

Since the repurchase does not involve any payouts to debt , and we 

do not allow for revision of the terms of the repurchase offer, 

debt values will not change at the expiration date of the 

repurchase offer . 

If the asset str ucture change is risk-decreasing (6~0) , the 

post- repurchase price/share of stock will, in general, be lower 

than the pre-announcement price/share. If t he asset structure 

change is risk-increasing (6>0), the pos t -repurchase price of stock 

could be higher than the pre-announcement price. The difference 

between pre-announcement and post- repurchase debt values would 

always be positive for a risk-increasing asset structure change 

( 6>0) , and is in general negati ve for a risk-decreasing asset 

structure change (6<0).29 

Figures 1 and 2 portray time series of stock and debt values 

for zero, risk- increasing , and risk- decreasing asset structure 

28This follows from the fact that the change in stock price at date 
TE is approximately fE(P-PB) I ( 1-fE) where fE is the fraction of 
stock repurchased , Pis the price in the tender offer, and PB is 
the price before expiration of the tender offer . 

29This statement does not hold when the risk-decreasing asset 
structure change is such that the l everage effect i s still much 
larger than the asset structure effect . 
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changes . In both figures, v8=$100, M=$75, rf=l0% per year , 08 =0 . 3 

In figure 1 , the value of stock is a monotonically decreasing 

function of time, with discontinuities at the announcement and 

expiration dates of the repurchase offer.30 The change in 

stock price at the announcement date varies from -0.98% for the 

risk-decreasing asset structure change to 5 . 47% for the 

risk-increasing asset structure change. The change in price at the 

repurchase expiration date is negative for all three cases , and 

varies from -6 . 91% for 6=20% to-4.82% for 6=20% . The difference 

between pre-announcement and post- repurchase stock price is 

positive for all situations portrayed in this figure, and varies 

from +8 . 69% f or 6=-20% , to +0 . 04% for 6=20% . 

In figure 2 , the value of debt is a monotonically increasing 

function of time with a discontinuity at the offer announcement 

date . The discontinuity is negative for the zer o , and positive 

asset structure changes , and positive for the negative asset 

structure change .31 For a 20% increase in standard 

deviation after expiration of the repurchase offer, the value of 

30The decrease in s tock price over time follows from the fact that 
the value of a call option is a decreasing function of time to 
maturity . 

31The combi ned discontinuity may be positive for a small 
risk-decreasing asset structure change . In this example , if 6 is 
such that -10< 6<0, debt falls in value at the announcement 
date . 
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debt falls by 7 . 27% at t he date of announcement . The corresponding 

change for a 20% decrease in standard de vi at ion is 1 . 31% . 

4.5 THE COMBINED EFFECT 

If a "signalling" effect does exist , the value of equity increases 

unambiguously at the date of announcement , if the asset structure 

changes , and the firm variance s i gnal are risk-increasing, and the 

firm value signal is value increasi ng (~2_0 , ov~O , o0~0) . I n all 

other cases , the combined effect on equity is ambiguous . 

Simil arly , debt experiences an unambiguous decrease in value at the 

announcement date , if the asset structure change and the firm 

vari ance signal are both risk-increasing , and the firm value signal 

is value-decreasi ng (~~o . ov~O , o0 ~0) . In all other situations, 

the combined effect on debt is ambiguous . 

The behavior of stock and debt val ues at the expiration dat e 

of the repurchase offer in the "signalling" case is identical to 

that described earlier in the no "signalling" situati on . Between 

the announcement and expiration dates , the stock price is a 

decreasi ng function of time when the firm value signal is 

value-decreasing , and (or) the asset structure change is 

r i sk-decreasing . If the asset s tructure change is risk-increasing 

and the firm value signal is value-increasing , the increase in f i rm 

value at the date of repurchase announcement increases the 

probability of an unsuccessful repurchase. This in turn , decreases 

the probability of the risk-increasing asset structure 
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change.32 As the repurchase date approaches, if the 

repurchase becomes more certain, the increased probability of the 

asset structure change adds value to the equity. Therefore, the 

effect of changes in current time on stock price is ambiguous for 

this case.33 

Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 portray time series of stock and debt 

values for risk-increasing and decreasing asset structure changes, 

assuming that the repurchase involves "signalling". These figures 

use the same parameter values as those in Figures 1 and 2. In 

Figures 3 and 4 the firm value signal, and the firm variance signal 

are both -10%, while Figures 5 and 6 assume 6v, and 60 are both 10%. 

The pattern remains essentially the same in these cases as in the 

situation without the information effect. The main difference is 

in the behavior of stock and debt values between announcement and 

expiration dates when both the asset structure change, is 

risk-increasing, and the firm value signal is value-increasing. 

Figure 5 indicates that when ~>0, and ov > 0, the value of stock 

increases from $69.50 to $70.10 as current time passes, reducing 

32This follows from the fact that the asset structure change is 
contingent on the repurchase being successful. 

33The sign would depend on the relative magnitudes of the positive 
effect of the increased probability of repurchases, and the 
negative effect of the decreasing time to maturity. 
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FIGURE 3: A TIME SERIES PI.Dr OF STCCK PRICE 
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FIQJRE 5: A TIME SERIES Pwr OF STCCK PRICE 
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34 The time to expiration of the repurchase offer. This 

reflects the impending increase in firm's volatility. Numerical 

values for changes in stock and debt are presented in Table 1. 

4.6 ON PROTECTIVE COVENANTS AND FEASIBLE INFORMATION SETS 

Bond covenants are provisions that restrict the firm from 

engaging in certain activities after the bonds are sold. 

Restrictions against payouts to shareholders commonly exist in 

covenants. In competitive markets, bondholders would negotiate 

covenants which would prevent firms from engaging in repurchases if 

this activity results in a decrease in debt values. Therefore, the 

bondholders would prevent the firm from announcing the repurchase, 

unless the post-announcement debt value is as least as great as the 

pre-announcement debt value of debt. Further restriction on the 

stockholders point of view. The stockholders would not approve the 

repurchase unless the post-announcement stock price/share is at 

least equal to the pre-announcement price/share. Therefore, given 

the protective covenants in debt contracts, the stockholders 

right of approval, the repurchase would be approved only if 

SA > SB (8) 

DA> DB (9) 

34The opposite holds true for debt. The value of debt increases 
from $40.50 to $39.90. 
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If announcements do not convey any information, repurchases 

will be approved only if the leverage and asset structure effects 

are such that equations (8) and (9) hold simultaneously. Given the 

results derived earlier, that the leverage effect is always 

positive for stock and negative for debt, the repurchase would be 

approved only if the firm finances the repurchase with a 

risk-decreasing asset structure change. Even with a 

risk-decreasing asset structure change, the best the bondholders 

and stockholders can do in this situation is to realize no gains or 

losses from the repurchase announcement.35 Another 

implication of his hypothesis is that the post-expiration 

price/share of equity would always be less than its 

pre-announcement price. 

The purpose of this section is to derive feasible information 

sets (defined as Covt6 0 ) combinations) that leave all security 

holders at least as well off after the repurchase announcement as 

before. A further restriction can be placed on the feasible 

information set by considering the fact that the repurchase premium 

reflects the information contained in the repurchase announcement. 

Therefore, it is assumed that the information conveyed by the 

repurchase offer is such that the post-announcement price/share is 

35This result follows because of two r estrictions. The first is 
that the wealth expropriation effects assume no change in firm 
value at the announcement date, and second that equations ( 8) and 
( 9 ) must hold simultaneously. 
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at most equal to the repurchase offer price.36 The third 

restriction on the feasible information set is 37 

(10) 

Equation (8), (9), and (10) in conjunction with the valuation 

equations derived in Section 3 would yield the feasible information 

set. Figures 7 and 8 depict these sets for risk-decreasing and 

increasing asset structure changes respectively. In both these 

figures, the parameter values are identical to those used in the 

earlier sections. Figure 7 assumes a 20% decrease in standard 

deviation at date TE because of the asset structure change. In 

Figure 8, a 20% increase in standard deviation is assumed. 

If the announcement of the repurchase conveys information on 

firm value and variance that falls along line AB, it would have no 

effect on debt values. Therefore, if the information conveyed lies 

either on the line AB or to the left of it, debtholders would not 

prevent the firm from announcing the repurchase. Similarly, the 

stockholders would not prevent the repurchase announcement, if they 

believe that it would convey information that lies either on or 

above line EA. The dashed line in both figures depicts those 

information combinations that result in equal pre-announcement and 

36This assumption has been found to be supported empirically. See 
Dann (1981). 

37Equations (8) and (9) place lower bounds on the feasible 
information set, while equation (10) is the upper bound. 
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post-expiration stock prices. 

The first implication of these figures is that a repurchase 

announcement cannot signal a decrease in firm value. If the firm 

value signal is value-decreasing, equation (8) is satisfied if the 

firm variance signal is risk-increasing. But if the firm variance 

signal is risk-increasing, equation (9) cannot hold. Therefore, if 

the repurchase conveys any information on firm value, it has to be 

a value increasing signal. 

The figures also show that with a risk-increasing asset 

structure change at date TE, the firm variance signal must be 

risk-decreasing for both equations (8), and (9) to hold. 

Similarly, if the firm variance signal is risk-increasing, then for 

all securi tyholders to approve the repurchase, the asset structure 

change at date TE must be risk-decreasing.38 

5. ON THE EFFECTS OF DEBT FINANCING 

The results derived to this stage are based on the asswnption that 

the firm liquidates some of its assets to finance the repurchase. 

Masulis (1980) found that 37% of the firms in his sample financed 

some portion of the repurchase with a new debt issue. The purpose 

of this section is to analyze the effects of debt financing on the 

results derived in the earlier sections. 

38If the asset structure change is risk-decreasing, and small in 
absolute value, then it is possible for all securityholders to 
approve the repurchase even if the firm variance signal is 
negative. 
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If the announcement of the new debt issue coincides with the 

announcement of the repurchase, the market will price the debt 

issue accordingly, and the repurchase will have no effect on new 

debt. The weal th transfer from old debt to equity will be smaller 

than that in the case where the firm uses no debt financing, and 

would depend on the fraction of the repurchase financed by the new 

issue. 

If the new debt issue is completed prior to the announcement 

of the repurchase, and if the prospectus for the new issue states 

what the firm plans to do with the money, the repurchase will have 

no effect on new debt, and the wealth transfer from old debt to 

stock will be a decreasing function of the fraction of the 

repurchase financed by the new issue. If the firm's plans are not 

known at the time of the new issue, the effects of the repurchase 

announcement are very similar to those derived in section 4. The 

wealth expropriation effect is negative for both old and new debt, 

and positive for equity.39 The magnitude of the wealth 

expropriation effect on equity is an increasing function of the 

39This assumes a risk-increasing asset structure change. 
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fraction of the repurchase financed by the new issue.40 In 

addition, since the new debt issue is junior to the old debt, the 

wealth expropriation effect on old debt is an increasing function 

of the fraction of the repurchase financed by the new issue. 

The maturity of the new issue will also affect the magnitude 

of the wealth expropriation effect. Since it has been assumed that 

the new debt issue is junior to the old debt, the maturity of the 

new issue must be greater than (or equal to) the maturity of old 

debt i.e. TN>T. Since the leverage ratio of the firm is an 

increasing function of TN, the magnitude of the wealth 

expropriation effect on equity is an increasing function of 

TN41 . Since old debt is senior to new debt changes in TN 

will have no effect on the magnitude of the wealth transfer from 

old debt to equity. Therefore the magnitude of the wealth transfer 

from new debt to equity is an increasing function of the fraction 

40This statement can be easily explained with an example. Assume 
that a firm valued at $V has $M of old debt. The firm plans to 
issue new debt with a market value of DN. The face value of the 
new issue has to be at least %erfTN, where Tis the maturity of 
the new debt issue. Therefore, the leverage ratio after the new 
issue is (M+MN) / (V+DN) ~ (M+%erfTN) I (V+DN) > M/V, the 
leverage ratio before the debt issue. The statement then follows 
from the fact that the magnitude of the wealth expropriation on 
stock is an increasing function of the pre-announcement leverage 
ratio of the firm. 

41The leverage ratio after the debt issue is (M+~) / (V+DN) ~ 
(M+%er TN)/ (V+DN). The statement follows from the fact that 
the term to the right of the inequality is an increasing function 
of TN. 
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of the repurchase financed by the new issue, and the maturity of 

the new i s sue . 

Figure 9 depicts sets of (ov o0 ) combinations (for a 

risk-increasing asset structure change) that leave all debt-holders 

indifferent to the repurchase. The dashed line in the figure 

portrays the combinations assuming no debt financing, and v8 =$100, 

The solid lines portray combinations assuming that approximately 

30% of the repurchase is financed with a new issue. The additional 

parameter values used to obtain these plots are MN=$37.50, 

As can be seen from the figure, the use of debt financing has 

a negligible impact on the feasible information set. Since the 

issuance of new debt reduces the wealth transfer from old debt to 

equity, the (ov,60 ) combinations that leave old debt unaffected by 

the repurchase lie below those for the case where no new debt is 

issued. Similar results were obtained for 60% and 90% debt 

financing. Therefore, the financing of a repurchase with a prior 

issue of debt does not change any of the results derived in the 

earlier sections under the assumptions of no debt 

financing. 42 

42rn the analysis of the effects of new debt financing, we have not 
considered the effects of taxes. Even if taxes were included in 
the model presented here, they will not alter the conclusions 
drawn since tax gains from leverage only benefit shareholders. 
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6. A COMPARISON WITH RECENT EMPIRICAL WORK 

In this section the previous theory is compared with recent 

empirical evidence on repurchases obtained b Masulis (1980), Dann 

(1981), and Vermaelen (1981). Masulis (1980) found that the 

"announcement of tender offers are associated with a dramatic 1 7 

percent two day return on common stock. Second, ........ the 

non-convertible debt and preferred stock either experience price 

declines or are unaffected." Masulis also found that announcement 

day returns on common stock were higher for firms that used more 

than 50% debt financing as compared to those that used less than 

50% debt financing.43 In addition, he found that stocks of 

firms that repurchased a greater than average fraction of 

outstanding shares have a much higher return than the stocks of 

firms that repurchased a smaller than average fraction of 

outstanding shares. 

The results found by Dann (1981), and Vermaelen (1981) for 

stock price behavior around the announcement day is very similar to 

those obtained by Masulis. Dann found that non-convertible debt 

and preferred stock experienced a statistically insignificant 

change in value around the announcement date. In addition, Dan 

found a mean increase of 8. 9% in firm value after the announcement 

of the repurchase offer. 

43The average premium for firms in the former category are higher 
than that in the latter. 
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The above results are consistent with the hypothesis that 

repurchases convey information about firm value, and variance. The 

increase in firm value found by Dann is consistent with the 

conclusion drawn in section 4 that a repurchase announcement cannot 

convey a value decreasing signal. The positive return on stock at 

the announcement date is consistent with information effects on 

firm value and variance being contained in the set ABCE in Figures 

7 and 8. The result that returns on senior non-convertible 

securities are insignificantly different from zero would imply that 

the information conveyed by the repurchase offer lies somewhere 

along the line segment AB in the above mentioned figures. In 

addition, any information combination along AF would result in a 

post-expiration stock price that is lower than the pre- announcement 

stock price. 44 The opposite would hold for information 

sets along segment FB. Therefore, information sets along AB would 

be consistent with the announcement day impacts obtained by Masulis 

(1980), Dann (1981), and Vermaelen (1981). 

A combination of the weal th transfer, leverage, and personal 

taxation hypotheses predict that stock values will increase and 

debt values will decrease at the announcement date. Therefore, 

they are not consistent with the results obtained by Dann 

44Masulis (1980) found this result for 33% of his sample. 
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(1981).45 Although either one of the latter two 

hypotheses, or a combination of them predict stock and debt price 

changes that are consistent with the above results, they cannot be 

used as a rational exclusive of the weal th transfer hypothesis. We 

will now examine the consistency of the information hypothesis with 

results Masulis (1980) for sample divisions based on the fraction 

of the repurchase financed by debt, and the fraction of outstanding 

shares repurchased. In this discussion it will be assumed that the 

firm uses low variance assets (eg.cash) to repurchase its stock. 

This assumption implies that the asset structure change at the 

expiration date of the repurchase offer is risk-increasing. 

As stated earlier, Masulis found that returns to common stock 

around the announcement day was an increasing function of the% of 

repurchase financed by a new debt issue. He also found that the 

firms in the greater-than 50% debt financing group had a larger 

average premium than that for the less-than-50% debt financing 

group. It was shown in Section 5 that the magnitude of the wealth 

transfer from debt to stock is an increasing function of the 

percentage debt financing in the repurchase (ceteris paribus). 

Therefore, the weal th transfer hypothesis is consistent with the 

result obtained by Masulis. In addition, the higher premium in the 

first group would affect the returns to stock in three ways. 

45They are consistent with the cases in which Masulis (1980) found 
a price decline in senior securities. 
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First, the higher premium would have a positive impact on returns 

through the leverage effect. Second, the higher premium implies a 

larger increase in risk due to the asset structure change (ceteris 

paribus), which in turn implies a higher return to stocks in the 

first category. Third, if the repurchase does not convey 

information on firm value and variance, and the signal is based 

partly on the <lender offer premium, the higher premium would imply 

a larger information effect on stock prices. These four effects 

act in the same direction, and imply a higher return for stocks in 

the first category (i.e. the greater-than 50% debt financing 

group). Therefore, a combination of the wealth transfer, and the 

information hypothesis is consistent with this result. Similar 

arguments can be used to show that a combination of the wealth 

transfer, and the information hypothesis is consistent with the 

Masulis (1980) result that the returns to common stock are an 

increasing function of the fraction of outstanding shares 

repurchases. 

In summary, the empirical results discussed above and the 

results derived in earlier sections are consistent with each other 

if the following hyposhtses hold: 

(i) The repurchase offer signals an increase in firm 

value, and a decrease in the variance of returns on 

the firm at the date of announcement (o >O, oa>O). 
V 
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(ii) At the expiration date of a successful repurchase 

offer, the variance of returns on the firm increases 

(Li>O) • 

(iii) The information effect on stock price is an increasing 

function of the repurchasing premium (p), and the 

fraction of outstanding shares the firm wants to 

repurchase (fA). 

7. ON PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND TESTABLE HYPOTHESES 

7.1 PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

Any test of the model presented in this paper requires the 

estimation of the various parameters in the valuation equations. 

Some of the parameters are observable, while for others we would 

need to calculate implied estimates. Two estimation techniques 

are suggested, and the associated problems with each method are 

discussed. 

The value of stock and debt before the announcement of the 

46 
repurchase offer can be written as: 

SB= f(VB,crB,M,R,rf) 

DB= VB - SB 

(11) 

The value of stock and debt after announcement and before 

f h ff b 
. 47 

expiration o the repurc ase o er can e written as: 

46see Section 3, equation (1) for specification off. 

47 see Section 3, equation (6) for specification of g . 
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SA= g(0,CTAl'CTA2'M,T,rf,p,fE,TE) 

DA= VA - SA 

(12) 

The value of stock and debt after the expiration of the repurchase 

offer can be written as: 

A 
S = f(VA,crA2 ,M,T,rf) 

(13) 

The parameters that are directly observable are SB, SA, DB, 

The parameters that need to be estimated 

are firm value, firm standard deviation, debt face value, and 

db . 48 The estimation of these four parameters et maturity. 

requires four equations. Since the model presented here provides 

a maximum of two equations at any one point in time, other 

theories will have to be used to generate the remaining two 

equations. Therefore, any test based on these estimates will 

be a joint test of the validity of both theories. 

Duration is one method which could be used to calculate M 

and Tat every point in time, and then equations (11), (12), and 

(13) yield implied values of B' Al and A2 . A second 

technique used the price of options on the stock of the firm 

48rn cases where the firm has a very simple capital structure, 
Mand T can be estimated using data sources such as annual 
reports or Compustat. 
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to calculate the implied values of 0B,0Al'0A2 ,M and T. 49 Each 

technique is now discussed in greater detail: 

(i) Estimation using Duration: Duration is a measure of 

the average maturity of a stream of payments. Mand Tare 

calculated using the expressions: 

T = 

and M = 

N • 
fiie-it/D 

De iT 

(14) 

(15) 

where N = Maturity of the longest life liability 

and 

It= Total payment in time t to all securities (except 

equity) 

D = Total current value of all securities in the firm's 

i 

capital structure (except equity and current liabilities) 

is that interest rate that solves D = ~I e-it (16) 
t 

0A2 can be obtained by solving eqns. (11), (12), and (13). 

The major problem with using duration is that there is no 

a priori reason to believe that the duration as calculated in 

eqn. (14) is the correct substitute for T. In addition specifi

cation of N, and It will require a number of simplifying 

assumptions. 

49Equations that relate call (and put) option prices to the above 
parameters are derived using techniques that are identical to 
those used in this paper. Therefore, tests using estimates 
that are obtained by this method would be preferable to those 
using estimates based on duration. 
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(ii) Estimation using Option Prices: Options on stocks can 

be valued using the compound option approach developed 

by Geske (1977). In that framework, the value of call 

(and put) options can be determined as functions of 

the various parameters in eqns. (11), (12), and (13). 

Therefore, the stock price, and the prices of three 

options on the stock can be used to obtain implied 

values of 0, VB, crB, crAl' and crA2 . An alternate 

method is to use the stock price, the variance of 

returns on the stock, and the prices of two options 

so on the stock to obtain implied parameter values. 

The major advantage of this approach is that it gets 

around the problem of having to collect data on prices 

of long-term debt, preferred stock, and convertible 

debt. 

7.2 TESTABLE HYPOTHESES 

In this section we present testable implications of the signaling 

hyposthesis: 

Hl) Signal on Firm Value: It was argues in earlier sections 

of the paper that a repurchase announcement cannot con

vey a value decreasing signal. Therefore, one implica

tion of the model is that there is an increase in firm 

value at the date of announcement of the repurchase, 

i.e. 0 > VV or cr > 0. 
V 

SOThe variance of returns on the stock can be estimated using 
log relatives. The expression relating cr to cr is cr =(as/av) 
(V/S)cr • s v s 

V 
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H2) Signal on Firm Riskiness: The announcement of the re

purchase is accompanied by a decrease in the variance 

of returns on the firm, i.e.crAl or crB or ocr >O. 

H3) Asset Structure Change at Repurchase Expiration: If 

the firm uses low variance assets to finance the 

repurchase, the expiration of the repurchase offer 

will be accompanied by an increase in the variance of 

returns on the firm, i.e. crA2>crAl or t > 0. 

H4) Effect of the Repurchase on 'Permanent' Risk: This 

hypothesis is concerned with the comparison of 

variances before announcement, and after expiration 

of the repurchase offer. In general, the two would be 

different, and the analysis in Section 4 indicates 

that for 'reasonable' increases in firm value, the 

repurchase results in a decrease in the 'permanent'risk 

of the firm, i.e. crA2 < B or (1 + oa) (1 + t) < O. 

HS) Undersubscription and its effect on riskiness: It has 

been assumed that the information conveyed by the 

announcement of the repurchase depends on the repurchase 

premium (p), and the fraction of outstanding shares 

the firm wants to repurchase (fA). This implies that 

o and t are determined by p, and fA. For an under-
a max 

scribed offer, the fraction of shares repurchases (fE) 

will be less than FA. This implies that the actual 
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asset structure change (6) will be less than 6 max 

Therefore, crA2/crB will be an increasing function of 

fE/fA. 
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